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MCGRAW JUNIOR- SENIOR HIGH PHYSICAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM 

 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

 

In the Physical Education curriculum students will participate in activities that will allow them to 
continue regular, lifelong physical activity as a core for a healthy, productive life.  The physical 
education student will leave McGraw Junior-Senior High School as an individual well rounded in 
a variety of individual/team sports, social skills, selected areas of wellness, and lifetime fitness.  
Students will have the knowledge and basic skills to establish and maintain physical fitness, 
participate in physical activities, and maintain good personal health. 
The junior/senior high school curriculum provides a progression of activities that are movement 
based that prepare students for a lifetime of wellness.  Active participation, skill and 
knowledge, and positive values expressed through “character education” are the foundation of 
the high school program.  Understanding that all students will not excel in all areas of physical 
education, the goal of the curriculum is to assist students in: 

• Developing competency/proficiency in a variety of activities. 

• Understanding the benefits of regular physical exercise. 

• Understanding the effects of activity on the body and risks associated with inactivity. 

• Understanding the basic components of health-related fitness (cardio-respiratory, 
muscular strength, muscular endurance, flexibility, and body composition) and how to 
include them in the development of a personal fitness program. 

• Demonstrating responsible social behavior while participating in physical activity or as a 
spectator. 

• Performing cardio-respiratory activities within the target heart range by using the 
PACER Test. 

• Understanding diversity in groups and how to work through differences. 

• Promoting health and wellness. 

• Developing a positive self-image. 

• Developing sound safety habits and attitudes. 
• Finding opportunities to develop leadership abilities. 
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New York State Learning Standards 

 

Standard 1- Personal Health and Fitness 

 Students will have the necessary knowledge and skills to establish and maintain physical 

fitness, participate in physical activity and maintain personal health. 

Standard 2- A Safe and Healthy Environment 

 Students will acquire the knowledge and ability necessary to create and maintain a safe 

and healthy environment. 

Standard 3- Resource Management 

 Students will understand and be able to manage their personal and community 

resources.  
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Why Physical Education? 

Research has shown that a program of physical education: 

1. Develops cardio (heart) vascular (blood vessels) respiratory (lungs) health through vigorous activities. 

2. Develops strong muscles that have endurance to delay fatigue that permits an erect spine and a flat 

abdomen, and protects against joint strain or muscle injury (good posture). 

3. Contributes to the overall physical and emotional health of children including weight regulation, 

mental alertness, and enthusiasm for learning (health). 

4. Promotes and helps improve feelings of self-esteem through interpersonal relationships, responsible 

behavior, and independence as they learn to perform skills successfully (self-esteem). 

5. Promotes socially acceptable behavior, cooperation and teamwork in friendly competition through 

problem solving (self discipline in working and getting along with others). 

6. Develop skills, which enhance abilities to move well; agility, reaction time, speed, to learn to fail, and 

prevent accidents (safety). 

7. Provides opportunities for creative activities, communicating, problem solving, analyzing and 

expressing feelings, all making use of the brain (mental alertness). 

8. Teaches rhythmic activities and timing, so essential in everyday living (writing, reading and driving). 

9. Introduces students to all types of dance: creative, social, national and international folk dances, all 

which include an appreciation of music and art forms (culture through dance).  

10. Releases a person from excess tension and teaches him or her to relax (stress reduction). 

11. Provides a healthy outlet for aggression and feelings, which can be a substitute for violence, drug 

abuse, and deviation from the normal. 

12. Coordination of all of the arts- movement, art, music, drama, and dance for the total development of 

the whole person (total education).  

* Lindsey & Torrence, AAPHERD Oct. 1996 

BENCHMARKS for 7
th

, 8
th

 and 9
th

 GRADES: 

1. Basic and Intermediate skill development and understanding the concepts for team and 
individual class activities. 

2. Enjoyment of the variety of physical education class activities. 

3. Demonstrate and assess personal fitness through daily class activities. 
4. Value physical education through class activities. 
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BASIC and INTERMEDIATE LEVEL SKILL DEVELOPMENT: 

 
The program continues to develop and refine appropriate skills and sport strategies through a wide 
exposure to team and individual class activities.  It allows students to participate in activities that 
provide for socialization, leadership and teamwork. 
 

Does: Demonstrate appropriate skills for participation in activities and has the opportunity to develop 
leadership skills that leads to socialization and assisting others. 
 
Demonstrates: Basic and Intermediate strategies and sports knowledge, competency in selected 
activities and proficiency in many class activities. 
 
Knows: Principles behind various skills techniques and how to access activities that are available. 
 

Values: Opportunities to use more complex strategies and enjoyment of activity, and the ways in which 
one can develop by participating in group activities. 
 
ENJOYMENT of ACTIVITY: 

 

The program places a value on the enjoyment of team and individual activity.  Enjoyment is essential for 
activity to become a lifetime commitment. 
 
Does: Actively participate and enjoy physical education classes, participates in intramural or 
interscholastic sport teams, joins community recreation leagues, enjoys outdoor activities such as hiking, 
skiing, snow-shoeing, etc. 
 
Knows: Activity is necessary to stay healthy and well. 
 
Values: Activity as a disease prevention strategy. 
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PERSONAL FITNESS ASSESSMENT: 

 
The program will give each student an understanding of how to assess their own individual personal 
fitness on a daily level.  Areas that may be included: 
Muscular system, skeletal system, flexibility, cardiovascular fitness, introduction to fitness equipment, 
weight training, nutrition. 
 
Does:       Understand personal fitness plans. 
     Demonstrate proper warm-up and cool-down techniques. 
     Demonstrate proper use of equipment and techniques on equipment. 
 

Knows:   The major muscles and bones of the body. 
     The working of muscles. 
     The use of aerobic and anaerobic exercise for wellness. 
     The principles of weight training 
     The importance of the balance of proper nutrition and exercise 
 

Values:   The human body and how it works. 
    A common sense approach to personal fitness. 
    Regular exercise as a key to a healthy lifestyle. 
    An active lifestyle as important to preventing disease later in life. 
 
VALUES EDUCATION THROUGH ACTIVITY: 

 

There will be a program emphasis on values education.  Team and individual activities provide the 
opportunity to promote the school district initiative of character education and its components. 
 
Does:    Exhibit behavior consistent with values components. 
 Play by the rules. 
 Takes care of equipment. 
 Attends class regularly, on time, dressed appropriately, actively participates. 
 Demonstrates concern for others, and awareness of safety. 
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BENCHMARKS for 10
th

, 11
th

 and 12
th

 GRADES: 

 

In addition to the further development of the benchmarks of the 7, 8, 9 physical education program, the 
following benchmarks comprise the focus of the 10, 11, 12 physical education program: 
 

1. Lifetime activities. 
2. Student choice. 
3. Knowledge of lifelong fitness components. 

 
LIFETIME ACTIVITIES: 

 

The program will expose students to a wide range of activities to develop new interests. 
 
Does:  Have the opportunity to experience many activities that have the potential to become 

part of the student’s lifestyle in later years. 
 

Demonstrates: Competency in a variety of lifetime activities and proficiency in many lifetime 
activities. 

 
Knows:  What activities are available in the community and how to access them. 
 

Values:  A variety of ways one can maintain a healthy and active lifestyle. 
 

STUDENT CHOICE: 

 

The program fosters student choice and responsibility in selecting physical activity programs which meet 
individual needs. 
 
Does:   Encourage students to experience new activities. 
 

Knows:  The wide variety of activities that are available to achieve lifetime wellness. 
 

Values:  The variety of ways one can maintain a healthy and active lifestyle. 
 
KNOWLEDGE of LIFELONG FITNESS COMPONENTS: 

 
Does:   Understand the use of a personal fitness program to maintain good health. 
 

Knows:  How to choose appropriate activities and equipment for a personal fitness program. 
 

Values:  Long-term goals and principles that will promote and maintain a healthy lifestyle. 
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MCGRAW JUNIOR- SENIOR HIGH PHYSICAL EDUCATION GRADING: 

Students will be graded in 5 categories each equaling 20% of the total grade: 

• Attendance – When a student is absent the student receives a zero (0) in all grading 
categories until the class is made up.   If the class is not made up the zeros remain for 
the grade on that day.  It is expected the student will make up all missed classes.  

• Participation - Is dependent upon the level of effort and participation for the given class 
activity.   

• Skill and Improvement – The student is individually evaluated on the knowledge and 
demonstration of competency in activities taught, and improvement of the skills for that 
given marking period.       

• Personal Relations – The student is evaluated for responsible personal and social 
behavior and demonstrates respect toward the teacher, classmates and themselves.   

• Attire – The student is required to dress appropriately for each class.  The proper dress 
is determined by the Physical Education Department and will vary with the nature of the 
activity.  

 

MAKE-UP PHYSICAL EDUCATION;  

Any student who needs to make-up a physical education class may do so during another 

Physical Education class.  The student will obtain a Physical Education class make-up form from 

a physical education teacher.   

MEDICAL EXCUSES; 

Students who are excused from physical education due to medical conditions documented by a 

physician will be given alternate assignments to fulfill the mandated requirements. The student 

should make arrangements with their physical education instructor to work out the specifics. 

Make-up classes will NOT be allowed for the following: 

• Cutting physical education class. 

• Discipline - Removal from class for inappropriate conduct. 

• Receiving a zero for participation in a class. 
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FITNESS TESTING: 

Fitness testing is an essential element of any health-related physical activity program.  It 

establishes a baseline from which students can set goals and check progress.  It also allows 

students to experience and better understand the components of health-related fitness. 

Aerobic Capacity 

Aerobic Capacity is perhaps the most important area of any fitness program.  Research clearly 

indicates that acceptable levels of aerobic capacity are associated with a reduced risk of high 

blood pressure, coronary heart disease, obesity, diabetes, some forms of cancer and other 

health problems in adults (Blair et al 1989, 1992).  There are 2 tests that can be administered to 

determine aerobic capacity: 

    1.  Pacer Test (the Progressive Aerobic Cardiovascular Endurance Run) – the object is to  

    run as long as possible back and forth across a 20-meter space at a specified pace which  

    gets faster each minute.  This test is a valid alternative to the customary distance run. 

   2.  One-Mile Run – the object is to run a mile at the fastest pace possible.  If a student  

    cannot run the total distance, walking is permitted but results are generally better if the  

    student can maintain a constant pace during the test. 

Muscular Strength and Endurance 

1.  Curl-up Test – Students complete as many curl-ups as they can at a specified pace. 

    Strength and endurance of the abdominals are important in promoting good posture and 

    correct pelvic alignment. 

2.  Push-up Test – This test is also done at a specified cadence and is the recommended test  

     for upper body strength and endurance. 

3.  Flexed Arm Hang- Students are to pull themselves up and maintain an arm angle of at least 

     90 degrees for as long as possible.  

Flexibility 

1.  Sit and Reach Test- Students sit on the floor with legs straight out in front of them and reach 

as far forward as possible touching the scale to show flexibility.  
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Physical Education Activities Grades 7-12 

Archery                                                          Golf 

Badminton                                                     Lacrosse 

Basketball                                                      Orienteering 

Cross-Country Skiing                                    Outdoor Yard Games 

Dance                                                              Pickle Ball 

Dodge-ball                                                      Project Adventure 

Fitness Test                                                    Snow-Shoeing 

Fitness Training                                             Soccer  

Flag Football                                                  Softball 

Floor Hockey                                                 Table Tennis 

Four Base                                                       Ultimate Frisbee 

Futsal                                                              Volleyball 
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ARCHERY UNIT PLAN 

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS: 

• To gain an appreciation for archery as a lifetime activity. 

• To broaden students understanding of the different equipment and their use. 

• To help students gain an understanding of the benefits of archery to upper body strength, 
endurance and hand eye coordination. 

 
OBJECTIVES: 

1.  Cognitive – The student will be able to understand: 

• the safety concerns associated with the sport. 

• the sport by using the rules and scoring accordingly. 

• the correct form and technique for the skills involved in archery. 

• the correct sequence of shooting. 

• the ability to get along socially with others. 
 

2.  Affective – The student’s behavior will indicate: 

• what safety concerns are associated with the sport. 

• the importance of getting along with other shooters. 

• the importance of using correct technique in shooting. 

• the importance of being able to help other students, both those of equal ability and also those 
students that are physically challenged. 
 

3.  Psychomotor – The student will show proficiency/improvement in: 

• executing the skills that are involved in shooting archery. 

• safety techniques especially as related to archery. 

• demonstrate the ability or improvement in the skills and endurance required to shoot a number 
of rounds of arrows. 

• show proficiency in shooting and improving consistency in shooting. 

• selecting the correct equipment and stringing and unstringing the bow. 

• demonstrate the 7 Steps of Shooting (stance, nock, draw, anchor, aim, release and follow-
through). 
 

4.  Safety – The student will: 

• wear the proper footwear and clothing. 

• be aware of others in the area of shooting. 

• be cautious in the use of the bow and arrow. 

• warm-up appropriately for the activity. 

• know the proper auditory responses for shooting: verbal commands of ready, shoot, retrieve. 
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ARCHERY LESSON PLANS 

Day 1 

• Students will jump rope, jumping jacks in the gymnasium. 

• Stretch arms and shoulders. 

• In classes where equipment must be set up or taken down, assign tasks. (Take out and 
set up targets, set quivers in correct spots, draw curtain behind targets, put arm guards 
and finger tabs out). 

• Lecture emphasizing safety: 
1.  Be Alert! 

2.  NEVER nock an arrow until signal is given by the instructor. 

3.  ALWAYS wait behind the shooting line until the signal is given by the instructor to 
retrieve   the arrows. 

      4.  Everyone shoots from the same line. 

      5.  Know and listen for instructor commands: 

• Ready 

• Shoot 

• Retrieve 

• Explain equipment: 
1. Bow strength, how bows are stored, compound and recurve bows. 
2. Arrow length, odd color fletching, carrying arrows. 
3. Targets: removing arrows from target. 
4. Arm guards and finger tabs. 

• Stringing the bows - have each student correctly string and unstring the recurve bows 
several times using the step through method. 

• Introduce the 7 steps of shooting. 

• Stance – Do not put wrist behind the bow. Feet are shoulder width apart, with left 
side (if right handed) toward target.  Emphasize that feet should be parallel to the 
targets. 

• Nock – Demonstrate that index feather is up with bow parallel to the ground.  Place 
the nock of the arrow on the string.  It should rest there without having to hold it. 

• Draw – With fingers acting as a hook, index finger above the arrow, two others 
below the arrow.  Pulling arm should be parallel to the ground.  Left arm is extended 
while you pull back with the back muscles.  Do not pinch string. 

• Anchor – 2 options – Index finger at corner of mouth or thumb resting under jaw 
bone with string bisecting nose and mouth. 

• Aim – Looking down arrow, place the tip of arrow at a place on the target. 

• Release and follow through – Hold release position until arrow hits target Stance – 
(if right handed) toward target. Emphasize that feet should be parallel to the targets. 

• Do above steps with arrows. 
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Days 2 & 3 

• Shooting at the target using the above steps so they become adjusted to the sequence, 
timing and safety aspects of shooting. 

 

Day 4 

• Introduce scoring. 
 

Days 5-12 

• Use various shooting games to vary the environment.  Some examples:  shooting at 
balloons, pictures from hunting magazines tic tac toe. 

 

1.  Checkerboard shoot – Using an 18” square divided into a checkerboard with 3” squares, 

place two 1” squares at 6” in from two opposite corners of the board.  The three inch 

squares are one point for hitting your own color, and the one inch squares (bonus squares) 

are worth three points.  Archers shoot six arrows for each round-number of rounds to be 

determined in advance. 

2.  30 Second Shoot – A timed shoot of 6 arrows.  Scoring as usual, put the shooting time is 

just 30 seconds. 
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ARCHERY STUDY SHEET 

 

Parts of the bow and arrow: 

 

 

 

 

Seven Steps of Shooting: 

1. Stance – Do not put wrist behind the bow.  Feet are shoulder width apart, with left side 
(if right handed) toward target.  Emphasize that feet should be parallel to the targets. 
 

2. Nock – Demonstrate that index feather is up with bow parallel to the ground.  Place the 
nock of the arrow on the string.  It should rest there without having to hold it. 
 

3. Draw – With fingers acting as a hook, index finger above the arrow, two others below 
the arrow.  Pulling arm should be parallel to the ground.  Left arm is extended while you 
pull back with the back muscles.  Do not pinch string. 
 

4. Anchor – Two options – Index finger at corner of mouth or thumb resting under jaw 
bone with string bisecting nose and mouth.  ALWAYS anchor in the same place!! 
 

5. Aim – Looking down arrow, place the tip of arrow at a place on the target. 
 

6. Release – A simple opening of the fingers to complete extension.  Be certain to keep the 
string hand at the anchor point. 
 

7. Hold or follow through – Do not relax your stance etc.  Until the arrow hits the target. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Back  

Belly  

Handle 

Arrow Rest 

Serving 

Nock Crest 

Shaft 
Pile 

Fletching 
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Scoring: 

 

Center of gold  10 points 

Gold     9 points    Aiming the Arrow 

Red     7 points 

Blue     5 points 

Black     3 points 

White     1 point 

On Line               higher score 

Rebound    7 points                  X  

                     

            

             

 

           

           

 

 

Pt. Of Aim 

Short Range 

Long Range 

Pt.  Of Aim 
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ARCHERY TEST 

 

 

Name______________________                                    Period_________  Day _________ 

 

 

1. Name 3 parts of the bow. 
 

 

 

2. Name 4 parts of the arrow. 
 

 

 

 

 

Matching 

 

3.  ___Three fingers are used on the string, elbow should be parallel  A.  Stance 

             to the ground.                                                                                                          B. Stance 

4.  ___ Pile of the arrow should be placed in a vertical line with the gold.                C. Draw                                                                                                        

5.  ___ Left shoulder should be pointing toward the target.   D. Anchor 

6.  ___ Remain in position until the arrow hits the target.   E. Aim 

 7.  ___ Odd colored feather is up.      F. Follow-Thru  

 8.  ___ Opening of the fingers to complete extension.    G. Release 

 9.  ___ Thumb is under jaw, string bisecting nose and chin, or    

              fingers are next to the mouth. 
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10. What is the most important point to remember in the anchor step of shooting? 

 

 

11. How does your point of aim change between shooting at a short and long range target? 

 

 

 

 

 

12. What is the score?                      .   

                                                                      

 

A ____points 

B ____points 

C            ____points  

D           ____points  

              ____Total 

                          

 

A 

B 

 
A D 
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BADMINTON UNIT PLAN(RACQUET SPORTS) 

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS 

• To gain an appreciation for badminton as a life-long sport. 

• To assist students in their ability to interact socially with students of different abilities. 

• To broaden the students understanding of the various strategies and skills involved in the 
playing of badminton. 

• To gain an appreciation for the physical and mental aspects of the game of badminton. 
 

OBJECTIVES: 

1.   Cognitive - The student will be able to understand: 

• the benefits of learning how to play badminton at a competitive level. 

• the basic skills involved in playing the game. 

• the basic strategies involved in being competitive while playing the game. 

• basic positioning vital to playing both singles and doubles in badminton. 

• proper terminology associated with the game of badminton. 
 

2.   Affective - The student’s behavior will indicate: 

• the ability to work as an individual while playing singles and cooperating with a partner while 
playing doubles. 

• the ability to understand how to interact socially with other students in class. 
 

3.   Psychomotor - The student will show proficiency/improvement in: 

• the execution of the various skills involved in playing the game of badminton. 

• the ability to process and perform the strategies needed to play the game of badminton at a 
competitive level. 

 

4.   Safety - The student will: 

• wear the proper attire needed to participate in a competitive game of badminton. 

• conduct themselves with respect for all concerned in the activity. 

• be aware of the lines and restrictions placed on them by the set up of the courts and the lines. 

BADMINTON  LESSON PLANS 

Day 1 

• Stretch arms and shoulders before starting to play. 

• In some classes equipment will need to be either set up or broken down and students will need 
to assist. 

• Lecture about skills: 
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1.  Grip 

2.  Serve 

     - Drive Serve 

     - Lob Serve 

3.  Forehand 

4.  Backhand 

5.  Hairpin 

6.  Drop Shot 

• Demonstrate all the shots to the class and then let them go to the courts and practice. 

Day 2 

• Make sure the students warm-up. 

• Review all the skills and demonstrate them to the class again. 

• Instruct the students about the boundaries and the lines involved in playing a competitive game 
of badminton. 

• Introduce score keeping (make sure the students understand serving from the correct box). 

• Have the students go to the courts and practice the required shots for the game of badminton 
and play a modified game keeping score. 

Day 3 

• Warm-up as per instructor. 

• Review the strokes and the scoring procedures. 

• Make sure all players are serving from the correct side of the court. 

• Introduce the formations and the strategies involved in playing doubles. 

• Allow students to work on the skills, rotation and also the strategies involved on playing both 
singles and doubles. 

Days 4 – 10 

• Warm-up as per instructor. 

• Record partners for the doubles tournament. 

• Continue with the singles tournament and bracket the doubles tournament and start as soon as 
possible. 
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BADMINTON STUDY SHEET 

1.  Grips 

a)  Forehand – “shake hands” with the racket, “V” of thumb and forefinger on top plate of racket.  Hold 
racket by fingers NOT palm of hand.  Forehand grip used for strokes made from overhead or on the right 
side of body (right handed players). 

b)  Backhand – knuckle of forefinger on top plate of racket.  Backhand is used for strokes made on the 
left side of body (right handed players). 

2.  Strokes 

a)  Underhand Clear – (long high serve) – bird is hit to go high and to the rear of the court. 

b)  Short Serve – bird is hit so it hardly clears the net.  This is the basic serve used for doubles. 

c)  Overhead Clear – bird raises high over the net as in the underhand clear.  The arm action is like 
throwing a baseball. 

d)  Smash – bird is hit so it travels over the net with great speed, to the floor in a downward motion; it is 
an overhand shot; like a spike in volleyball. 

e)  Overhead Drop – should look like a smash but travels easily from the racket dropping just over the 
net. 

f)  Forehand/Backhand Drive – bird skims over top of net in a straight line.  Used offensively to hit past 
an opponent; used defensively to return a smash.  This shot is executed at chest height. 

g)  Hairpin Net Shot – a return shot used to go just over the net and drop inside the service line; should 
follow a good drop shot. 

3.  Rules 

a)  The game consists of 15 points (doubles and men’s singles), ladies singles to 11 points; you do NOT 
have to win by two points. 

b)  All EVEN points are served from the RIGHT service court, and All ODD points are served from the LEFT 
service court.  This is true for singles, doubles, or cut throat play.  Only the serving team changes service 
courts when a point is scored, receiving team remains the same. 

c)  Only the SERVING team can score points. 

d) Both the serving and receiving teams MUST be in the appropriate service areas while either serving 
or receiving. 

e)  When serving, the shuttlecock must be struck BELOW the waist and the head of the racket must be 
BELOW wrist level at all times except on the follow through. 

f)  If a player serves the shuttlecock illegally, that player will lose the serve. 

g)  Serving doubles – a player from one team begins the game serving from the right service court.  
He/she continues to serve (changing sides) until a mistake is made.  When the serve is lost a player from 
the opposing team serves.  After a mistake is made, the opposing teams’ partner serves.  After a mistake 
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the first servers’ partner serves.  Example: Mary and Alice play Cindy and Diane.  Service order is: Mary, 
Cindy, Diane, Alice. 

h)  If a player attempting to serve misses the bird completely, their serve may be retaken.  Any number 
of attempts may be made as the racket does not touch the bird. 

i)  After the serve, players on both sides may go anywhere on the court. 

j)  The line on all shots is considered “IN”. 

k)  If you hit your opponent with the bird, it is legal. 

l)  When any unusual occurrence interferes with play, a “let” (replay) can be played.  For example, a 
stray bird from a nearby court comes into your court. 

m)  A serve hitting the top of the net and going into the correct service court is legal. 

n)  A player may NOT reach over the net with his/her body, racket, or clothing. 

o)  When the score is tied at “13 all”, the side which reached 13 first has the option of setting or not 
setting the score.  If they elect not to set the score, then whoever reaches 15 first, wins.  If the team 
which reached 13 first decides to set the score, they will set the score to 5 and the side that scores 5 
points first, wins.  The score may be set in the same manner at “14 all” for 3 points.  In ladies singles, the 
11 point game may be set at “9 all” for 3 points or at “10 all” for 2 points. 

p)  The bird may not be hit twice in succession. 

4.  Basic Positioning 

a)  The best position for play is that location on the court from which you are able to reach most shots 
easily.  You should stand equidistant from the net and back boundary line and equidistant from the 
sidelines. 

b)  Up and Back Formation (offensive formation) – for doubles: 

      - Advantage – there is always a player at the net to “put away” loose returns, keeps pressure on the 
opponents. 
      - Disadvantage – there may be confusion as to which player is to hit the bird, especially at midcourt 
and along the sides. 
 
c)  Side by Side Formation (defensive formation) – for doubles: 

      - Advantage – each player’s area to defend is well defined and there is little confusion as to which 
player is to cover the shots. 
      - Disadvantage – the opposing team can play all shots to one side, tiring one player out.  If one player 
is weaker than the other, the opponent will try to attack that player. 
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BADMINTON TEST 

Name_________________________  Period________ Days_______ 
 

T     F  1.  When a player serves illegally, the team receiving the serve gets the serve and not the 
point. 

T     F  2.  The shuttlecock lands on the line.  This is a good shot by the serving team and the 
server should get a point. 

T     F  3.  A game of cut throat would be played by three players and the server would always be 

                           playing singles against a doubles team.  When he/she loses their serve the 

                           players rotate clockwise? 

T     F  4.  All odd points are served from the left-hand service box. 

T     F  5.  Zero is always served from the left-hand service box. 

T     F  6.  It is legal to have the head of the racket above the height of the wrist when you are              
serving. 

T     F  7.  In a game of doubles, only one of the two players are required to be in the    
appropriate service areas when the shuttlecock is served. 

T     F  8.  As a general rule, an excellent drop shot is usually followed by a hair pin because you 
cannot hit a clear because the net is in the way. 

T     F  9.  The returnees in the game of doubles always stay on the same side of the court, to 
return serve (one player returns all odd points, one player returns all even points). 

T     F  10. A drop shot is hit with very little pace and falls close to the net on the opposite side of 
the net. 

T     F  11. A shuttlecock may be hit twice on a side. 

T     F  12. A drive is hit fast, straight, and directly over the net. 

T     F  13. A hairpin should be hit perpendicular to the floor in the back of the court. 

T     F  14. Hitting the shuttlecock over the net but into the wrong service box is a loss of serve. 

T     F  15. The term shuttlecocks and bird are interchangeable. 
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BASKETBALL UNIT PLAN 
INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS: 

• To gain an appreciation for basketball as a lifetime sport. 

• To help students gain an understanding of the benefits of basketball on the body 
physically and mentally.  

  

OBJECTIVES: 

1. Cognitive – The student will be able to understand: 

• the knowledge of the game by using the rules accordingly. 

• the correct form and technique for the skills involved in basketball. 

• the rules used in half-court games. 

• the difference between one, two and three point goals. 

• players positioning. 
 

2. Affective – The student’s behavior will indicate: 

• the importance of getting along with other players. 

• the importance of using various skills to move the basketball around. 

• how social interaction is part of the game. 

• the importance of being able to help other students both those of equal ability and also 
those students that are physically challenged. 
 

3. Psychomotor – The student will show proficiency/improvement in: 

• executing the skills that are involved in playing the game of basketball. 

• safety techniques especially as related to basketball. 

• demonstrating the skills and endurance required playing the game of basketball. 

• being able to play both half-court and small team games. 
 

4.   Safety – The student will: 

• wear the proper footwear and clothing (have sneakers laced and tied, pinnies on 
properly). 

• be aware of where others are on the court. 

• be cautious in the use of rough play. 

• warm-up appropriately for the activity. 
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BASKETBALL LESSON PLANS 

Day 1:  

• Students will warm-up as per instructor - stretch arms, legs, and shoulders. 

• Teach form shooting – B.E.E.F. – Balance, Elbow, Eyes, Follow-Through. 

• Work on nothing but net – swishes only. 

• Teach chest pass and bounce passes. 

• Competitive shooting games involving lay-ups, short shots and passes (chest and bounce).  
Day 2: 

• Students will jog six laps around the gymnasium, jump rope or do jumping jacks. 

• Stretch arms, legs, and shoulders. 

• Review form shooting and passes. 

• Teach dribbling. 

• Incorporate dribbling into a drill. 

• Play dribble knockout. 
Day 3: 

• Students will jog six laps around the gymnasium, jump rope or do jumping jacks. 

• Stretch arms, legs, and shoulders. 

• Review dribbling and basic rules. 

• Build on basic rules from Day 2. 

• Teach shooting. 

• Incorporate shooting (free throws and jump shots). 

• Teach man-to- man defense. 

• Teach scoring and basic rules.  

• Play mini games. 
Day 4: 

• Students will jog six laps around the gymnasium, jump rope or do jumping jacks. 

• Stretch arms, legs, and shoulders. 

• Review man to man defense and basic rules. 

• Teach the basics of pivoting. 

• Drill the fine art of using a pivot. 

• Play league/tournament games. 
Day 5: 

• Students will jog six laps around the gymnasium, jump rope or do jumping jacks. 

• Stretch arms, legs, and shoulders. 

• Teach zone defense and pivoting. 

• Teach jump ball (start of game and alternate possession). 

• Incorporate jump ball in game play. 

• Play league/tournament games. 

Day 6-12: 

• Students will jog six laps around the gymnasium, jump rope or do jumping jacks. 

• Stretch arms, legs, and shoulders. 

• Students will be involved with ongoing tournament play. 
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BASKETBALL STUDY SHEET 

History - Basketball is one of the few games of American origin, Dr. James Naismith in Springfield 

Massachusetts developed it, in 1891. 

The Game - Basketball is played by two teams of 5 players.  The object of the game is for each team to 

shoot the ball into the basket and to prevent the opponents from scoring.  The ball may be thrown, 

batted, bounced, rolled, or dribbled in any direction. 

The Players  

Forwards – Players post up in the low block area and will play face up from 10 – 15 feet range. Also they 

are responsible for rebounding. 

Center - Usually the teams’ tallest player whom takes the jump ball at the beginning of the game. This 

player is crucial for rebounding the basketball. 

Guards - Generally the best ball handlers and outside shooters. 

The Court - For high school, court size is 50 feet by 84 feet.  The basket is 18 inches in diameter and is 10 

feet from the floor. 

Starting the Game - The game begins with a jump ball in the center circle.  All team members except for 

the jumper must be outside the circle.  The ball may be tapped once, the player who taps the ball, may 

not play the ball again until it has been touched by another player. 

Scoring - A basket counts 2 points or 3 points (the shot must be taken outside the 3-point arc on the 

court), all free throws are worth 1 point. 

Terminology: 

1.  Alternating Possession - In tie ball situations, teams alternate taking the ball out-of-bounds.  The 

team that did not get control of the jump ball at the beginning of the game will get possession of the 

first tie ball, and thereafter teams will alternate possession on tie balls. 

2.  Defense - When your team does not have the ball, you want to keep the “key” closely  

guarded; you should always be between the basket and the ball or person you are guarding:   

  a)  Zone - guarding an area on the court. 

  b)  Man-to-man - picking a player on the opposing team and guarding them throughout the court. 

 

3.  Fouls - When a player breaks the rules and one or more free throws are awarded, usually some kind 

of body contact has been made.  These fouls are charged to the individual player who after 5 fouls 

cannot play in the game anymore.  Some fouls are: 
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  a)  Blocking - contact that slows down the progress of an opponent, getting in a player’s  

       way on purpose. 

  b)  Charging - player with the ball moving into a defensive player (offensive foul). 

  c)  Pushing 

  d)  Tripping 

  e)  Holding 

4.  Free Throw - 1 or 2 free throws are awarded to the player who was fouled.  The free throw is taken 

at the free throw line without being guarded by the other team (1 point). 

5.  Out-of-bounds - A ball is taken outside the sideline when a player causes the ball to go out-of-bounds 

or after a violation occurs.  The ball is taken outside the end line after a free throw or basket is made. 

6.  Rebound - Jumping to get the ball after it comes off the backboard or rim. 

7.  Technical Foul - A foul by a player, coach or spectator which does NOT involve any contact with 

another player.  Unsportsmanlike conduct is one reason for technical fouls. 

8.  Three Second Violation - The offensive team cannot be in the “key” (of the basket they are shooting 

at), for more than 3 seconds at a time. 

9.  Tie Ball - When 2 opposing players have their hands firmly on the ball for possession of it.  The ball is 

awarded to the team whose turn it is to have possession (see #1 alternating possession). 

10. Violations - Breaking a rule when the ball is in your teams’ possession and no contact has been made 

with an opponent.  The ball is taken out-of-bounds by the opposing team. 

Violations include:   

   a) Traveling 

   b) Free throw violations: 

     - not taking the free throw within 10 seconds 

     - stepping on the free throw line 

     - the ball not hitting the rim or basket 

     - players going into the “key” before the ball touches the rim 

  c) 3 seconds in the “key” (offensive team) 

  d) Double dribble 

  e) Holding the ball out-of-bounds for more than 5 seconds 
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BASKETBALL TEST 

Name______________________                     Period_________  Day_________ 

True and False 

T     F  1.  Each team is allowed to have six players out on the floor at one time. 

T     F  2.  Basketball was developed in America. 

T     F  3.  A jump ball is taken every time a tie ball occurs. 

T     F  4.  When doing a lay-up, a player is allowed to take 2 steps without being called for 

                 traveling. 

T     F  5.  A defensive player is one whose team has the ball. 

T     F  6.  A technical foul for unsportsmanlike conduct may be called on the coach or a  

                 player. 

T     F  7.  A ball tossed up between two opponents in the circle is a jump ball. 

T     F  8.  A basket can be worth 2 points or 3 points (depending on where the shot was  

                 taken from). 

T     F  9.  Charging an opponent is a foul. 

T     F 10.  Dribbling a ball with two hands is illegal. 

T     F 11.  A tie ball occurs when two players from opposing teams place their hands  

                  firmly on the ball at the same time. 

T     F 12.  When taking a shot the finger tips should follow through after release of the  

                   ball. 

T     F 13.  A player who is in the “key” for more than 3 seconds when his/her team is in  

                  possession of the ball will be called for a violation called possession. 

T     F 14.  When taking a free throw, it is a violation if the shooter steps on the free throw  

                  line.  

T    F 15. Pivoting is done on the ball of one foot, and can be done in any direction. 
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In this section, put the LETTER of the correct answer in the blank space of each sentence. 

a) jump shot                          j) out-of-bounds 

b) lay-up                                k) rebound 

c) pivot                                  l) alternating possession 

d) chest pass                          m) man-to-man 

e) violation                            n) bounce pass 

f) free throw                          o) foul  

g) technical foul                    p) traveling 

h) zone                                  q) jump ball 

i) guard                                  r) center 

1._____________is used to get away from an opponent, to get in a better position for a pass, or to 

prevent a player from traveling. 

2._____________a shot taken by a player after that player has been fouled. 

3. _____________a position that requires good ball handling and outside shooting. 

4. _____________is done by approaching the basket at an angle, taking two steps, hopping off of the 

opposite foot and placing the ball behind the basket. 

5. _____________a pass that comes from the chest, and hits the floor before being received by another 

player. 

6._____________a jump to get the ball after it has come off of the rim or backboard. 

7._____________is used in all situations when a tie ball occurs. 

8._____________when a player breaks the rules and the ball is given to the opposing team out-of-

bounds. 

9._____________when illegal contact is made with an opposing player and a free throw is awarded. 

10. ____________a type of defense in which the players guard an area of the court. 
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CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING/SNOW-SHOEING UNIT 

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS:  

• To gain an appreciation for outdoor activities that students can partake in during the 
winter as life-long, safe and healthy experiences. 

• To gain an appreciation for winter activities as physical and mental exercises. 

• To help students understand the relationship between the outdoors and healthy 
activities that can be performed in the outdoors. 

• To broaden students’ understanding of the environment around them while executing 
skills in winter activities. 

• To vary student activities so that they can see the benefits gained from different winter 
activities. 

• To involve family and friends in winter activities. 
OBJECTIVES: 

1. Cognitive – The student will be able to understand: 

• safety concerns associated with all winter activities. 

• correct technique, terminology and rules for various winter activities.  

• opportunities for outdoor winter recreation in Central NY area. 
 

2. Affective – The student’s behavior will indicate: 

• an appreciation of following proper etiquette in the outdoors.  

• an appreciation of winter activities as a social and/or individual activity. 
 

3. Psychomotor – The student will show proficiency/improvement in: 

• snowshoeing skills. 

• cross-country skiing 

• safety techniques that need to be applied in all winter activities. 
 

4. Safety – The student will: 

• wear the proper clothing.  

• be aware of the environment around them when participating in different activities. 

• use the proper techniques explained in class. 

• demonstrate the ability to be active in an outdoor environment in a safe and 
unthreatening manner. 
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CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING/SNOW-SHOEING LESSON PLANS 

Day 1: 

• Introduction: 
      1.  talk about importance of proper attire. 

      2.  risks of Hypothermia and treatment of it, buddy system, trail safety. 

      3.  outline the schedule for the unit. 

4. talk about start and end of class procedures (Equipment Issue, Ten-Minute Whistle, 

Parking Lot Concerns, Equipment Storage) 

• Cross-Country Skiing/ Snowshoeing introduction: 

• Proper use and fitting. 

• How to get up after you fall. 

• Different snowshoeing techniques (Stepping up, Traversing, Herringbone). 

• Explanation of Cross-Country Skiing techniques (Herringbone, Glide, Snow-Plow, Side-
Stepping, Double Pole Drag) 

 

Day 2: 

• Review proper use, fitting and techniques. 

• Review safety issues 

• Cross-Country Ski/ Snowshoe around field and trails. 
 

Day 3-10: 

• Students get a buddy and equipment and begin participation outside. 
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DANCE UNIT PLAN 

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS: 

• To gain an appreciation for various dances as a life-time activity. 

• To gain an appreciation for dance as a physical and mental exercise. 

• To broaden students’ understanding of various types of social, square, line and circle dances. 

• To assist students in gaining an appreciation for different cultures, dances and the history of 
them. 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

1.  Cognitive – The student will be able to understand: 

• the cultural significance and benefits of performing various dances in social settings. 

• the terminology associated with the various dances. 

• how to incorporate various dance steps with various types of music. 
 

2.  Affective – The student’s behavior will indicate: 

• the application of listening skills in order to perform dance steps. 

• understanding the importance of working with a partner in social dances requiring the “social 
dance position”. 

• understanding the importance of proper etiquette while performing various dances. 

• the performance of dances that can be used as social and/or individual activities. 

• the use of personal living skills that involve respect for others, leadership, partnership and 
initiative. 

• an understanding of the importance of being able to help other students of equal ability and 
also those students that are physically and mentally challenged. 

• the knowledge that life-long benefits are associated with various dances. 
 

3.  Psychomotor – The student will show proficiency/improvement in: 

• the execution of dance steps in social, square, circle and line dances. 

• the ability to listen and process information in order to perform various dance steps, individually 
as well as with a partner or in a group. 

 

4.  Safety – The student will: 

• conduct themselves with diplomacy and respect for others. 

• be careful not to step on feet of others. 

• use a hand grip that allows for smooth turning of the partner. 

• wear the proper foot wear. 

• be aware of the environment around them and focus on the task at hand. 
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Dance Skills 7-12 Grades 

Circle Right/Left 

Dos-a-Dos 

Grapevine 

Hitchkick 

Go Forward & Back (all four couples, heads, sides) 

Head/Sides go Forward/Circle 4 

Promenade (men/ladies) 

Heads/Sides Promenade (½ or all the way) 

Men Promenade 

Exchanging Partners (pass your partner by) 

Head/Side Ladies Star Left/same ladies chain 

Head/Side Ladies Chain Right/Left 

All 4 Ladies Chain  

Allemande Left 

Right Hand Round Your Partner 

Star Promenade (back out a full turn) 

Grand Right & Left 

Step-Hop 

 

DANCE LESSON PLANS 

Line Dances: 

Boot Scoot Boogie 

Save A Horse Ride A Cowboy 

Cha-Cha 
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Kentucky Kick 

Goin’ South 

Cotton Eyed Joe 

Electric Slide 

Cha-Cha Slide 

Circle Dances: 

Seven Slap 

Barn Dance 

Balance Dance 

Square Dances: 

Basics to Grand Right and Left 

BOOT SCOOT BOOGIE 

 

Songs: 

“Boot Scoot Boogie” 

“Mountain Music” 

“Man, I Feel Like a Woman” 

“Whose Bed Have Your Boots Been Under” 

 

R heel tap front 

L heel tap front 

R heel tap front 

L heel tap front 

R heel tap twice front 

R toe tap twice back 

R heel tap once front and clap 

R heel tap once back and clap 
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Walk forward heel, toe, heel, toe (R-L-R-L) 

2 box steps (only turn ¼ on first box step, second box step is in place) 

       Cross R foot over L 

       Turn ¼ turn L 

       Step with R foot 

       Step with L foot 

Start again 

COTTON-EYED JOE 

 

Counts 1 & 2 R heels in front 

Counts 3 & 4 R toe in back 

1 R toe to side 

2 R kick and slap in front (slap with L hand) 

3 R toe to side 

4 R kick and slap in back with L hand 

1, 2, 3, 4 Grapevine R & clap 

Spin Back (with lasso about head with R hand) 

1 L 

2 R (front spin: R toe goes first, not R heel) 

3 L 

4 R touch 

Start again       

 

***NOTE: can start over with opposite foot and go the opposite direction. 
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CHATAHOOCHIE 

R heel, cross and touch R toe, R heel, R touch (4 counts) 

Ski R twice (4 counts) 

L heel, cross and touch L toe, L heel, L touch (4 counts) 

Ski L twice (4 counts) 

Step R (to side) pick up L foot (2 counts) 

Step L (to side) pick up R foot (2 counts) 

Grapevine 3 steps and hitch to R (kick L knee and turn R) (4 counts) 

L-R-L walk back 3 steps and touch R (4 counts) 

SAVE A HORSE – RIDE A COWBOY 

                                                                         R     R     R  

R foot “in” “out” stomp, stomp, stomp (cha, cha, cha) 

                               L    L   L 

L foot “in” “out” cha cha cha 

         R         L      R      L         R 

R leg kick, over, cha, cha, cha 

         L         R      L      R     L                              **NOTE: “stomp” is just a step 

L leg kick, over, cha, cha, cha 

Tap with R foot as you turn ¼ left (2 beats) 

Grapevine LEFT 4 beats (step over in front) 

1 count full turn (360 degree spin)  

1 Slide Right 

1 Slide Left   

                                              R     L     R 

R foot forward, R foot side, cha, cha, cha 

                                              L     R     L 

L foot forward, L foot side, cha, cha, cha  

Back To Beginning 
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WATERMELON CRAWL 

Song: 

Watermelon Crawl 

 

Step forward R and kick L – clap-clap in front while stepping forward 

Step backward L and kick R – 1 clap in behind back as stepping back 

Repeat 

Roll to the R and clap (4 counts) 

Roll to the L and clap (4 counts) 

Step diagonal R and slide L foot to R foot - pause (about 2 counts) 

Turn L, stand and pause (about 2 counts) 

8 counts hips in place 
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WATERMELON CRAWL 

Songs: 

Watermelon Crawl 

Be My Lover by LaBouche 

 

Grapevine R 3 steps and tap L foot 

Grapevine L 3 steps and tap R foot 

Shuffle slide diagonal to R 2 times (4 counts) 

Shuffle slide diagonal to L 2 times (4 counts) 

2 heel clicks (slow - 1, 2) 

R heel tap 

L heel tap             Move slightly backward as you are doing the heel taps 

R heel tap 

L heel tap 

Tap forward twice with front foot 

Tap forward twice with back foot 

Tap R front 

Tap R side 

Tap R back 

Tap R side 

Tap R front 

Tap R side  

Slap inside of R heel 

Slap outside of R heel  

Start again 
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FITNESS TRAINING UNIT PLAN 

 

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS: 

• To gain an appreciation for fitness as a lifelong activity. 

• To broaden students understanding of the different equipment and locations available to them 
to promote fitness training activities. 

• To help students gain an understanding and appreciation for the benefits of fitness training in 
their everyday lifestyle. 

• To help students monitor their exercise by using pedometers to track the number of steps each 
class period and to pre- and post-test at the beginning of the school year with the PACER Test.  

 

OBJECTIVES: 

1.  Cognitive – The student will be able to understand: 

• the terminology used in various fitness training settings. 

• the safety concerns and proper technique when using fitness equipment. 

• proper etiquette while fitness training. 

• and identify the primary muscle groups being used with various exercises. 
 

2.   Affective – The student’s behavior will indicate: 

• the importance of setting personal goals and the reaching these goals. 

• the importance of maintaining a personal chart or record keeping system to assess progress. 

• respect for equipment and etiquette when sharing equipment. 

• the need for appropriate warm-up and cool down activities. 

• the importance of working with a partner. 

• an appreciation for the benefits of aerobic exercise and monitoring exercise. 

• an appreciation for the benefits of using a pedometer to track exercise performance. 
 

3.   Psychomotor – The student will show proficiency/improvement in: 

• executing various exercises/lifts using various pieces of fitness training equipment. 

• determining if the exercise is being performed safely. 

• demonstrating safety practices when using the equipment. 
 

4.   Safety – The student will: 

• wear proper clothing and footwear. 

• use spotters when using free weights or exercises that require a spotter. 

• warm-up with stretching and a cardiovascular exercise. 

• wipe down and spray equipment after use. 

• use the equipment in a proper manner to prevent injury. 
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FITNESS CENTER ORIENTATION  

Day 1:       

Students do not change their clothes, they report directly to the fitness room. 

• Instructor will go over target heart rate and exercise pulse. 

• Instructor will go over each exercise, demonstrating proper technique and safety 
concerns. 

• Instructor will explain and demonstrate spotting.  
Day 2:        

• Instructor will review target heart rate and exercise pulse.   

• Instructor will explain and demonstrate each fitness station in the gymnasium. 

• Instructor will discuss safety concerns and proper use of equipment. 
Day 3:        

• Instructor will review fitness stations and hand out pedometers for students to track 
number of steps taken during class period to be recorded.  

• Students will break into groups at each station and begin when instructed and switch 
stations at specified times per instructor.  

Day 4-12:        

• Instructor will distribute pedometers to students.  

• Students will break into groups at each station to begin class. 
 

 

 

FITNESS STATIONS 

Step-Up 

Dance Dance Revolution 

Bosu 

Jump Rope 

Walk/Run 

Resistance Bands 

Medicine Ball 

Wind Bikes 
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FLAG FOOTBALL UNIT PLAN 

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS:  

 

• To gain an appreciation for flag football as a lifetime sport. 

• To assist students in their ability to interact socially with students of different abilities 
while playing flag football. 

• To broaden the students understanding of the various strategies, skills, and positions 
involved in the participation of flag football. 

• To gain an appreciation for the physical, and strategic aspects of flag football. 
 

OBJECTIVES: 

1. Cognitive – The student will be able to: 

• demonstrate an understanding for the correct form and technique for the skills involved 
in flag football. 

• demonstrate knowledge of the basic terminology in flag football. 

• identify some of the basic penalties used in flag football and the differences between 
flag football penalties and traditional football. 

• demonstrate an understanding of techniques used in throwing, catching, kicking and 
punting a football. 

• identify very basic positioning of offense and defense. 

• identify some basic pass patterns used in both traditional football and flag football. 

• create a flag football playbook. 
 

2. Affective – The student’s behavior will indicate: 

• the importance of socialization when making plays in flag football. 

• the ability to help and cooperate with other students, both those of equal ability and 
those students that are physically or mentally challenged while playing flag football. 

• recognizing life-long benefits of the game of flag football. 
 

3. Psychomotor – The student will show improvement/proficiency in: 

• throwing, catching, kicking and punting a football. 

• the use of proper techniques in various drills/activities. 

• the use of basic patterns to run plays and advance the ball. 

• aligning team players in basic but correct positions. 
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5.  Safety – The student will: 

• wear flags properly. 

• be cautioned about uncontrolled passes, rough play, flag guarding, taunting and baiting; 
keeping their eyes opened. 

• not be allowed to tackle. 

• not be permitted to wear sunglasses. 

• understand the importance of wearing the proper clothing. 
 

FLAG FOOTBALL CLASS RULES 

1. Rushes must come after a 5 second count before going after quarterback. 
2. Be honest. 
3. No foul language. 
4. Four downs to get from line of scrimmage to midfield, four more downs to get from 

midfield to opposite end zone when outside; when inside either four downs to score a 
touchdown or if two completions in a row the team gets an automatic first down. 

5. Everyone must be involved in the game. 
6. Females must be involved in at least two out of four downs in a major way. 
7. Flag may not be tied on and must be worn outside the t-shirt/sweatshirt. 
8. Go for the flags not the clothes. 
9. A fumbled ball is dead where it was fumbled; the same team that fumbled gets the ball but 

loses the down. 
10. Quarterback cannot run unless he/she is rushed. 
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FLAG FOOTBALL LESSON PLANS 

Day 1: 

• Students will warm up as per instructor. 

• Passing, catching and receiving skills and drills. 

• Explanation of some game rules and terminology (fumbles, interception, incomplete 
passes and positioning, scoring). 

 

Day 2:  

• Students will warm up as per instructor. 

• Students will practice passing patterns given by teacher and create two passing patterns 
for their playbook. 

• Review rules from day 1 and add pertinent rules as game situations arise. 

• Mini games. 
 

Days 3 & 4: 

• Students will warm up as per instructor. 

• Review passing and catching techniques. 

• Review basic pass patterns and drill using those patterns. 

• Reaffirm all rules and safety factors. 

• League play. 
 

Day 5-12 : 

• Students will warm up as per instructor. 

• Toss and catch with team. 

• Continue league play *(second to last class semi-finals of league play, last day of class 
“super bowl” and “toilet bowl”). 
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FLAG FOOTBALL STUDY SHEET 

Flags are 12-15 inches long and 2 inches wide.  Flags cannot be tied on and must be worn outside the 

shirt so that the entire flag is exposed. 

Players on a team usually consist of 6 players but fewer or more players may be used. 

Scoring:  

Touchdown = 6 points 

Safety = 2 points 

Extra Point = 1 point 

Short Conversion = 2 points 

 

If scoring team elects to “go for two” they either convert and get the two points (for eight total) or don’t 

convert and stay at 6points. If they choose not to “go for two” they are awarded one point to count as 

the extra point (for seven total). 

Starting the Game: a game is started with a punt or a placekick; the player who receives the ball may 

run, hand-off or throw a lateral or backwards pass.  If the ball goes out-of-bounds the ball will be placed 

in the field where the ball went over the sideline. 

Downed Ball: the ball is dead and the player is “downed” where the flag belt is pulled from the ball 

carrier or where the ball carrier loses the flag.  Opposing players may only pull the flag belt off of the 

player who is carrying the ball. 

First Down: a team has 4 downs to move the ball from the line of scrimmage to the midfield to receive a 

first down and 4 more downs to go from the midfield to the opposite end zone.  If a team does not 

advance the ball from one end zone to the midfield or from the midfield to the opposite end zone for a 

touchdown, the ball goes to the opposing team at that spot. Inside rules please see above Class Rules 

#4. 

Interceptions: if the defensive team catches a ball thrown from the opposing team it is an interception 

and it may be returned until the flag is pulled off.  That team will now start first down at that spot. 

Fumbles:  Anytime an offensive player has control of the ball and drops it, that is a fumble.  The ball will 

be marked dead at that spot and the game will go to the next down.  If it was fourth down it will be a 

turnover at that spot to the other team. 

Rushing the Quarterback:  Defense must count to 5 Mississippi (taking 5 seconds) before rushing the 

QB. If there is a handoff the defense may pursue the ball carrier beyond the line of scrimmage 

immediately.  
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Terminology: 

1. Backs – offensive players who usually carry or pass the ball; they are stationed behind the 
linemen. 

2. Centering – the act of putting the ball in play other than by a kick-off. 
3. Fair Catch – a player may signal a “fair catch” by raising one hand over the head before the 

ball is caught.  The player who signals the fair catch may not be tackled.  The ball is put in 
play from the spot where the ball is caught. 

4. Flag Guarding – any player using their hands, arms or clothing to prevent a player from 
pulling the flag belt off.  This penalty results in a loss of a down.  

5. Forward Pass – a pass thrown by any player from behind the line of scrimmage toward the 
opponent’s goal line. 

6. Fumble – failure of a player to retain possession of the ball while running or while 
attempting to receive a kick, center, or lateral pass. 

7. Hand-off – handing the ball forward behind the line of scrimmage to a backfield player; 
handing the ball in front of the line of scrimmage to a teammate who is either parallel to or 
behind the ball carrier. 

8. Lateral Pass – a pass that is thrown sideways or back toward the passers own goal. 
9. Line of Scrimmage – an imaginary line drawn where the ball is placed. 
10. Offside – when a player is ahead of the ball before it is snapped from the line of scrimmage. 
11. Safety – a score made when the flag belt is pulled off and the ball becomes dead in a 

player’s own end zone. 
 

General Rules: 

• The receiver on a kick-off may run, hand-off or lateral pass. 

• If the ball goes out-of-bounds at the sideline it is dead and the next series of downs begins 
in-bounds opposite where the ball went out. 

• When the ball is fumbled the ball is dead and is taken by the same team that fumbled it; the 
penalty is a loss of a down. 

• The ball carrier may use any number of lateral passes or hand-offs anywhere on the field. 

• Forward passes may only be made from behind the line of scrimmage. 

• A pass is considered complete if a player catches the ball with one foot in bounds and then 
steps over the sideline. 

• The quarterback may not be rushed and cannot run until a 5 second count. 

• The ball carrier may not use the hands or arms in any manner to prevent the flag belt from 
being pulled off. 
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Offensive Alignment:  

C (center) – snaps (hikes) the ball to the quarterback, protects the quarterback by blocking after 

the snap. 

G (guards) – protect the quarterback, open areas for running backs carrying the ball. 

T (tackles) – protect the quarterback, open areas for running backs carrying the ball. 

WR (wide receivers) – run for passes. 

QB (quarterback) – initiates play, may hand-off, pass or run with the ball. 

RB (running back) – usually carry the ball and run with it from a hand-off by the quarterback. 

 

                                          RB                        RB 

                                                   QB 

                      WR                   T  G  C  G  T                  WR 

                           

  Defensive Alignment: 

NG (nose guard) – guards the center on offense. 

DT (defensive tackles) – guard the front line on offense, try to get to the quarterback. 

DE (defensive ends) – guard the ends on offense. 

LB (linebackers) – guard the runners on offense (usually the backs). 

S (safety) – stays in the backfield to cover offensive players who get through the defensive 

tackles. 

 

                                          DT  DE  NG  DE DT 

                                         LLB       MLB       RLB 

 

                                                         S 
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FLAG FOOTBALL TEST 

 

Name_____________________  Period_________  Day_______ 

 

T     F  1.  A touchdown counts 6 points. 

T     F  2.  A player is “downed” where the flag belt is pulled off. 

T     F  3.  The quarterback stands behind the center. 

T     F  4.  The job of the guards and tackles is to keep defense away from the wide  

     receivers.  

T     F  5.  The nose guard is the player that snaps (hikes) the ball. 

T     F  6.  The offensive team has 4 chances to move the ball, these are called downs. 

T     F  7.  The line of scrimmage is an imaginary line where the ball is put in play. 

T     F  8.  When throwing a football your opposite shoulder should face the direction you  

     want the ball to go. 

T     F  9.  A well thrown ball should go “end over end.” 

T     F 10.  Wide receivers go out for the long passes. 

T     F 11.  When punting the ball you should kick with the “ball” of your foot. 

T     F 12.  A lateral pass is one that is thrown sideways or back toward the passers own  

      goal. 

T     F 13.  A forward pass may be thrown from anywhere on the field. 

T     F 14.  A fumbled ball is given to the opposing team and a first down is awarded. 

T     F 15.  The ball carrier may not use his/her hands to prevent the flag belt from being  

      pulled off. 
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FLOOR HOCKEY UNIT PLAN 

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS: 

• To gain an appreciation for the physical, and strategic aspects of floor hockey.  

• To broaden students’ understanding of the various skills, and safety factors involved in 
the participation of floor hockey. 

OBJECTIVES: 

1.   Cognitive – The student will be able to understand: 

• the safety concerns associated with the game. 

• the knowledge of the game by applying the rules accordingly. 

• the strategies and skills necessary to play the game. 

• how to use the stick correctly and safely. 
2.   Affective – The student’s behavior will indicate: 

•   application of safety concerns associated with the game. 

•   the importance of working as a team to move the puck around. 

•   personal living skills that include respect for others, leadership, partnership and 
initiative. 

•   the integration of team strategies. 
3.  Psychomotor – The student will show proficiency/improvement in: 

• executing basic skills used in floor hockey. 

• applying safety techniques as taught by the instructor. 

• building endurance required to play the game of floor hockey. 
4.  Safety - The student will:  

• wear the proper footwear and clothing. 

• be aware of the proximity of other students and  be cautious in the use of the stick. 

• be advised that mouth guards may be worn. 

• warm-up appropriately for drills and activities. 

• keep body contact to a minimum (no checking). 

• not be permitted to hit the puck in a dangerous manner. 

• Play aerial pucks to the floor with the hand. 
 

***NOTE***teams that are on the side lines waiting to play will NOT be allowed to sit as it is 
too difficult to react to the puck. During play, all students who are not playing must stand 
against the wall.  Even though student may still get hit with the puck, they can react faster if 
they are standing up than if they are sitting down.  This will also prevent students from having 
their legs out in playing territory where they could trip a player. 
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FLOOR HOCKEY RULES 

Game Rules: 

1.  The number of students allowed on the court will be determined by the instructor. 

2.  All students will wear goggles when playing. 

3.  Students will play full court/half court depending on class size. 

4.  Students may only play with the sticks that are provided by the school (they may not  

     bring their own). 

5.  The crease is defined by the instructor. 

6.  Only the head of the stick may be in the crease when a shot on goal is taken.  No part  

     of the players’ body may be in the crease or the goal is not awarded. 

7.  Offensive or defensive players may not run through the crease. 

8.  Sticks should be kept below the waist.  High sticking will be determined by the way  

     the player uses the stick and whether or not the stick was “intimidating” or  

     “threatening” to another player.  If a high stick is called the player will receive a 1  

     minute penalty and the team will play down a man. 

9.  NO slap shots! 

10. NO body checking! 

11. Puck must be kept on the floor.  Intentionally lofting the puck into the air is a 1 minute  

      penalty.  If the same player continues to loft the puck into the air add 1 minute on to  

      each penalty. 

12.  All aerial pucks will be played “down” with the hand (not the stick).  

Goalkeepers: 

1.  May use their hands in the crease only. 

2.  May kick, roll or throw the puck to the side of the goal. 

3.  May be penalized for high sticking as per the rules above. 

4.  May not score unless the ball has been played with the stick like the other players. 
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FLOOR HOCKEY LESSON PLANS 

Day 1:   

• Students will warm-up as per instructor. 

• Rules will be explained in detail with an emphasis on “high sticking”. 

• Games will be played as follows: 
1. Classes with 3 teams will play 3 games (all teams will play each other), games   

    will be about 8 minutes each. 

            2. Classes with 2 teams will play all period (can also have girls vs. girls and boys  

    vs. boys for a change of pace). 

            3. Classes with 4 teams will play 2 games. 

    - 2 teams will play for about 7 minutes and then take a “half time” while the  

      other 2 teams play for 7 minutes. 

    - The first 2 teams will then come back on for the “second half” and play for  

       approximately another 5 minutes and that game is over; the teams who played   

       second will then come on for their “second half”. 

 

Day 2:   

• Students will warm-up as per instructor. 

• Review rules and start game play. 
 

Day 3-12:   

• Students will warm-up as per instructor. 

• Emphasis on any rules will be made. 

• Play games. 
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 FRISBEE GAMES UNIT PLAN 

 

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS: 

• To gain an appreciation for Frisbee games as a lifetime activity. 

• To broaden students understanding of different rules associated with various Frisbee 
games. 

• To help students gain an understanding of the benefits of Frisbee games on the body 
physically and mentally.  

  

OBJECTIVES: 

1. Cognitive – The student will be able to understand: 

• the knowledge of the game by using the rules accordingly. 
 
 

2. Affective – The student’s behavior will indicate: 

•   the importance of getting along with other students. 

•   how social interaction is part of the game. 

•   the importance of being able to help other students both those of equal ability and 
      also those students that are physically challenged. 

 

3. Psychomotor – The student will show proficiency/improvement in: 

• executing the skills that are involved in playing Frisbee Games. 

• safety techniques especially as related to Frisbee Games. 

• being able to play Frisbee Games both indoors and out. 
 

4.   Safety – The student will: 

• wear the proper footwear and clothing. 

• be aware of where others are when playing. 

• be cautious in the use of the Frisbee equipment. 

• warm-up appropriately for the activity (see lesson plans). 
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FRISBEE GAMES LESSON PLANS 

 

Day 1:     Disc Golf 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.   

• Teach how to catch and throw a Frisbee. 

• Explain the history of Disc Golf (Frisbee Golf). 

• Practice throwing into hula hoops.  
 

Day 2:     Disc Golf 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.   

• Practice catching and throwing. 

• Talk about Disc Golf rules. 

• Design a course. 
 

Day 3:     Disc Golf 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.   

• Throw and catch. 

• Set-up Disc Golf course. 

• Discuss score sheet. 

• Tee off. 
 

Day 4:     Disc Golf 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.   

• Throw and catch. 

• Tee off. 
 

Day 5:     Disc Golf 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.   

• Throw and catch. 

• Tee off. 
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Day 6:     Ultimate Frisbee 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.   

• Teach rules of Ultimate Frisbee. 

• Practice Ultimate Frisbee game concepts of catching and throwing. 
 

Day 7:     Ultimate Frisbee 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.   

• Break class into teams for team play. 

• Play exhibition game. 
 

Day 8:     Ultimate Frisbee 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.   

• Play League/tournament games. 
 

Day 9:     Ultimate Frisbee 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.   

• Play league/tournament games. 
 

Day 10:     Ultimate Frisbee 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.  

• Crown a class Ultimate Championship team. 
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FRISBEE HISTORY 

Frisbee’s Name - The Frisbie Baking Company (1871-1958) of Bridgeport, Connecticut, made 
pies that were sold to many New England colleges. Hungry college students soon discovered 
that the empty pie tins could be tossed and caught, providing endless hours of game and sport. 
Many colleges have claimed to be the home of 'he who was first to fling.' Yale College has even 
argued that in 1820, a Yale undergraduate named Elihu Frisbie grabbed a passing collection tray 
from the chapel and flung it out into the campus, thereby becoming the true inventor of the 
Frisbie and winning glory for Yale. That tale is unlikely to be true since the words 'Frisbie's Pies' 
was embossed in all the original pie tins and from the word 'Frisbie' was coined the common 
name for the toy.  

In 1948, a Los Angeles building inspector named Walter Frederick Morrison and his partner 
Warren Franscioni invented a plastic version of the Frisbie that could fly further and with better 
accuracy than a tin pie plate. Morrison's father was also an inventor, who invented the 
automotive sealed-beam headlight. Another interesting tidbit was that Morrison had just 
returned to America after World War II, where he had been a prisoner in the infamous Stalag 
13. His partnership with Warren Franscioni, who was also a war veteran, ended before their 
product had achieved any real success.  

Morrison (after his split with Franscioni) produced a plastic Frisbie called the Pluto Platter, to 
cash in on the growing popularity of UFOs with the American public. The Pluto Platter has 
become the basic design for all Frisbies. The outer third of the Frisbie disc is called the 
'Morrison Slope', listed in the patent. Rich Knerr and A.K. 'Spud' Melin were the owners of a 
new toy company called 'Wham-O'. Knerr and Melin also marketed the Hula-Hoop, the Super 
Ball and the Water Wiggle. They pair first saw Morrison's Pluto Platter in late 1955. They liked 
what they saw and convinced Morrison to sell them the rights to his design. With a deal signed, 
Wham-O began production (1/13/1957) of more Pluto Platters. The next year, the original 
Frisbie Baking Company shut down and coincidentally Fred Morrison was awarded a patent for 
his flying disc. Morrison received over one million dollars in royalties for his invention.  

The word 'Frisbee' is pronounced the same as the word 'Frisbie'. Rich Knerr (Wham-O) was in 
search of a catchy new name to help increase sales, after hearing about the original use of the 
terms 'Frisbie' and 'Frisbie-ing'. He borrowed from the two words to create the registered 
trademark Frisbee ?. Sales soared for the toy, due to Wham-O's clever marketing of Frisbee 
playing as a new sport. In 1964, the first professional model went on sale. Ed Headrick was the 
inventor at Wham-O who patented Wham-O's designs for the modern frisbee. Ed Headrick's 
frisbee with its band of raised ridges called the Rings of Headrick had stablized flight as opposed 
to the wobbly flight of its predecessor the Pluto Platter.  

Ultimate Frisbee -  Invented in 1967, by high school students in Maplewood, New Jersey. 
Ultimate Frisbee is a recognized sport that is a cross between football, soccer and basketball. 
Ten years later, a form of Frisbee golf was introduced, complete with professional playing 
courses and associations.  
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ULTIMATE FRISBEE INFROMATION 

Ultimate in Ten Simple Rules 

Steve Courlang and Neal Dambra 

Copyright (c) Ultimate Players Association, 1993 

1. The Field -- A rectangular shape with end zones at each end. A regulation field is 70 yards by 40 
yards, with end zones 25 yards deep.  

2. Initiate Play -- Each point begins with both teams lining up on the front of their respective end zone 
line. The defense throws ("pulls") the disc to the offense. A regulation game has seven players per 
team.  

3. Scoring -- Each time the offense completes a pass in the defense's end zone, the offense scores a 
point. Play is initiated after each score.  

4. Movement of the Disc -- The disc may be advanced in any direction by completing a pass to a 
teammate. Players may not run with the disc. The person with the disc ("thrower") has ten seconds 
to throw the disc. The defender guarding the thrower ("marker") counts out the stall count.  

5. Change of possession -- When a pass in not completed (e.g. out of bounds, drop, block, 
interception), the defense immediately takes possession of the disc and becomes the offense.  

6. Substitutions -- Players not in the game may replace players in the game after a score and during an 
injury timeout.  

7. Non-contact -- No physical contact is allowed between players. Picks and screens are also 
prohibited. A foul occurs when contact is made.  

8. Fouls -- When a player initiates contact on another player a foul occurs. When a foul disrupts 
possession, the play resumes as if the possession was retained. If the player committing the foul 
disagrees with the foul call, the play is redone.  

9. Self-Refereeing -- Players are responsible for their own foul and line calls. Players resolve their own 
disputes.  

10. Spirit of the Game -- Ultimate stresses sportsmanship and fair play. Competitive play is encouraged, 
but never at the expense of respect between players, adherence to the rules, and the basic joy of 
play.  

Etiquette: 

1. If a foul is committed and not called, the player who commits the foul should inform the infracted 
player of the foul.  

2. It is the responsibility of both teams to minimize the time taken between each goal and the ensuing 
throw-off.  

3. If the receiving team wishes to have an out-of-bounds throw-off re-thrown, they should give the re-
throw signal as soon as possible.  

4. It is a violation against the spirit of the game for a defensive player to call for a pass from the 
thrower.  

5. Should a dispute or confusion arise on the field, it should be common practice to stop play, and 
resume play with a check when the matter is resolved.  

6. In the case where a novice player commits a violation out of sincere ignorance of rules, it is common 
practice to stop play and explain the violation.  
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(FRISBEE) DISC GOLF RECREATION RULES 

Disc Golf – Invented in 1976 by Ed Headrick, owner of the Disc Golf Association, Inc.  The sport is played 
by an estimated two million recreational players in the United States and increasing. Headrick’s 
inventions include the Wham-O Superball that sold over twenty-million units and the utility patent for 
the modern day Frisbee, which has sold over two-hundred-million units to date. 

Disc golf is played like ball golf using a flying disc. One point is counted each time the disc is thrown and 

when a penalty is incurred. The object is to acquire the lowest score, (without cheating).  The rules are 

quite similar to the rules used in the game of "Club Golf", including the matter of courtesy. It is only fair 

that your opponent’s turn to throw be without distraction, just as you would like it to be for yours. Do 

not throw your disc until you are sure its flight or landing, will not distract another player. 

Tee Throws - Tee throws must be completed within or behind the designated tee area. Do not throw 

until the players in front of you are out of range.  Tee off order on the first tee will be by mutual 

arrangement or by flipping discs. The printed side is heads and the odd man should be first. Tee off 

order on all subsequent holes is determined by the score on the previous hole. The player with the 

lowest score tees off first. 

Lie - The spot where the previous throw has landed, mark with a mini disc or turn over the thrown disc, 

directly towards the hole or dog leg. 

Throwing Order - After teeing off, the player whose disc is farthest from the hole always throws first. 

The player with the least amount of throws on the previous hole is the first to tee off on the next hole. 

Fairway Throws - Fairway throws must be made with the foot closest to the hole on the lie. The other 

foot may be no closer to the hole than the lie. A run-up and normal follow-through, after release, is 

allowed. 

Dog Leg - A dog leg is one or more designated trees or poles in the fairway that must be passed as 

indicated by arrows. Until the dog leg is passed the closest foot to the dog leg must be on the lie when 

the disc is released. 

Completion of Hole - A disc that comes to rest in the Disc Pole HoleÂ® basket or chains constitutes 

successful completion of that hole. 

Un-Playable Lie - Any disc that comes to rest above the ground is considered an un-playable lie. The disc 

must be thrown from the lie on the ground, directly underneath the un-playable lie. Relocated to avoid 

damage to the vegetation. 

Out Of Bounds - If O. B. is visible between the disc and O. B. line? A throw that lands out of bounds, 

must be played from a point 3 feet in bounds from where the disc went out of bounds, permanent 

water hazards and public roads are always out of bounds. 
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Penalties - Recreational players will not be penalized for rule infractions. Other players will keep you 

honest. 

Course Courtesy - Please pick up trash and help new players play by the rules. Your are the one that 

makes it work. By your example, disc golf will change your life and theirs too. Remember the most 

important rule: The one who had the most fun wins! Tee off & fly freely.  

A marker disc is used to mark every throw and should be a special disc, like a pocket mini disc model 

that is not used in normal play. The thrown disc is always left on the lie, (where it came to rest,) until the 

marker disc is placed on the ground directly in front of and touching the disc. The thrown disc is then 

picked up. 

Foot Placement - Proper foot placement when throwing will require some practice. The foot that you 

put your weight on when you throw, i.e., the "plant" foot, must be as close as is reasonable to the front 

line of the tee or to the marker disc: in no case ahead of the line or disc, or more than 1 foot behind the 

line, or disc. The other foot can be any place you choose as long as it is no closer to the hole than the 

rear of the marker disc. 

Follow through - Follow through, (stepping past marker disc after throwing), is allowed on any throw 

except when putting, (any throw where the rear of the marker disc is within 10 meters of the hole). 

Falling forward to keep your balance after a putt is not allowed. This infraction is called a falling putt. 

Stuck In a Tree - If the disc is stuck in a tree or a bush more than 2 meters above the ground, the marker 

disc is placed exactly beneath it and it is carefully removed from the tree. You have also just added one 

throw to your score. This is called a penalty throw. You may now proceed; however, take extreme care 

not to damage the tree or bush, or reshape them in any way to improve your throwing conditions. Some 

courses have "out of bounds" areas; or for the safety of the players. Observe the boundaries carefully 

and try to stay out. If your disc is "out-of-bounds" , i.e., you can see "out-of-bounds" area between the 

edge of your disc and the "inbounds" line, place your marker disc "inbounds" at the place where your 

disc went "out-of-bounds" and give yourself a one throw penalty. Again, please be careful of natural 

vegetation. 

Hazards - Water hazards are to be avoided because your disc will sink! If, however, you have been so 

unfortunate as to land in the water, play it like you do the "out-of-bounds" throw, and don’t forget to 

take a one throw penalty. If the disc is touching any shore above the water, it is "inbounds". Standing 

water or mud on the course that is caused by sprinklers or rain is not considered "out-of-bounds" and 

the disc may be relocated to a dryer area no closer to the hole with no penalty. 
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BASIC DISC GOLF TERMINOLOGY 

1. Tee Pad - The location or designated area in which the first throw of the golf hole is supposed 

to take place from. Tee Pads are typically be made of concrete or rubber. A portion of a side 

walk or a utility marker flag or spray painted box may also be used as a tee pad.  

2. The Basket - Born of the original tone pole, the game of Disc Golf advanced rapidly with the 

invention of Steady Eds Pole Hole or Basket as it is commonly referred to by disc golfers. Once 

a disc comes to rest in the trapper basket, the hole is considered complete.  

3. Throw - The act of advancing the disc towards the basket. This can be accomplished by many 

different throwing styles; Backhand, Forehand, Rollers. Each throw is counted towards the 

players score.  

4. Lie - Te spot where the disc comes to rest. This is often marked by a mini-disc marker.  

5. Par - Like in ball golf, each disc golf hole has a posted par. The par is the desired number of 

strokes that a player would need to complete the hole. To the competitive disc golfer, every 

hole is a par three, making the total par for 18 holes always 54. This serves to simplify the 

game.  

6. Drive - Any throw off of the tee pad, or a throw from the fairway designed for maximum 

distance.  

7. Approach - Usually the second shot of a hole, designed to place the disc within putting 

distance.  

8. Putt - The final throw(s) of the hole aimed at getting your disc to come to rest in the trapper 

basket. Any throw within the circle (10 meter radius).  

9. Ace - Known as a hole in one in ball golf. An ace occurs when a player makes their first shot, or 

drive, into the basket. One of the unique practices in disc golf is to have all participants in the 

ace group or all spectators sign the "ace disc." Aces are more common in disc golf than ball golf 

as the top pros boast as many as 100+ aces in their careers.  

10. The Circle - This is what helps defines a true disc golf putt. If a player is throwing his/her disc at 

the basket with in a 10 Meter or 30 Ft circle of the basket, they must follow an additional set of 

putting rules defined by the PDGA. Basically if you’re in the circle, your disc has to come to rest 

in the basket before any part of your body touches past the mini marker towards the basket. 

Failure to do so can lead to a falling putt penalty stroke. 
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GOLF UNIT PLAN 

 
INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS: 

 

• To gain an appreciation for golf as a life-time activity. 

• To assist students in their ability to interact socially with students of different abilities. 

• To broaden the students understanding of the various skills, and conditions involved in 
the participation of golf. 

• To gain an appreciation for the physical, mental and strategic aspects of golf. 
 

OBJECTIVES: 

1. Cognitive – The student will be able to understand: 

• the safety concerns associated with the game. 

• the knowledge of the game by using the rules accordingly. 

• the correct form and technique used in the skills involved in playing golf. 

• the etiquette and social interaction associated with the sport of golf. 
 

2. Affective – The student’s behavior will indicate: 

• the importance of getting along with other players. 

• how social interaction is part of the game. 

• the importance of being able to help other students both those of equal ability and also 
those 

    students that are physically challenged. 

3. Psychomotor – The student will show proficiency/improvement in: 

• executing the skills and strokes that are involved in playing the game of golf. 

• safety techniques especially as related to golf. 

• the skills required to play the game of golf. 

• the importance of using various strokes in order to get the ball to the hole. 
 

4. Safety – The student will: 

• wear the proper footwear and clothing. 

• be aware of where others are on the course, field, gym or other playing area. 

• be cautious in the use of the club. 

• warm-up appropriately for the activity (see lesson plans). 
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GOLF LESSON PLANS 

Day 1:  

• Discuss types of grips and clubs. 

• Warm-up shoulders and upper body by use of light stretching and trunk twists. 

• Use of golf net whenever possible and mats to begin the use of either 5, 6, or 7 irons. 

• Make sure instructor checks the grip and the stance of students. 

• Review safety measures. 
Day 2: 

• Review grips and swing. 

• Warm-up shoulders and upper body by use of light stretching and trunk twists. 

• Hit 5, 6, or 7 irons into the net. 

• Introduce the use of 8, 9 and pitching wedge. 

• Check all grips and stances of students throughout the exercise. 
Day 3: 

• Warm-up shoulders and upper body by use of light stretching and trunk twists. 

• Review all clubs 5 through the pitching wedge. 

• Have students hit 10 balls with at least 3 of those 6 clubs. 

• Introduce putting. 

• Have students use putting mats and work on putting stroke. 
Day 4: 

• Warm-up shoulders and upper body by use of light stretching and trunk twists. 

• Review putting grip and stance. 

• Break class up into 2 groups and have 1 group hit balls with 5 through the pitching wedge, and 
the other group work on the putting mats (switch groups half-way through the period). 

• Introduce scoring. 
Day 5: 

• Warm-up shoulders and upper body by use of light stretching and trunk twists. 

• Introduce the use of either woods or long irons (2, 3, 4). 

• Hit drivers and long irons into the net or divider gym door. 

• Break class up into 2 groups and have 1 group hit balls with 5 through the pitching wedge, and 
the other group work on the putting mats (switch groups half-way through the period). 

• Review scoring. 

Day 6-12: 

• Warm-up shoulders and upper body by use of light stretching and trunk twists. 

• Break class into 3 groups, 1st group hitting drivers and long irons into net, 2nd group hitting 5 
through the pitching wedge into the net, 3rd group working on putting and rotate as time allows. 

• If possible have students play 5-6 hole course set-up around the athletic field and keep score. 
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GOLF STUDY SHEET 

  1. Types of Grips: 

a) Varden (also known as overlap). 
b) Interlock. 
c)  10 finger (also known as baseball). 

  2. Types and Uses of Clubs: 

The maximum number of clubs allowed in a bag is 14.  The basic set of clubs consists of 1 
and 3 woods, and 3, 5, 7, 9 irons and a putter. 

a) Woods (#1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) – used for longest shots.  The driver is the #1  
wood.  The higher the number of the club, the greater the height of the shot. 

b) Irons (#2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) – provide greater accuracy and offer more control of  
        the shot.  Irons tend to impart backspin on the ball allowing for better placement. 

• Long irons (#2, 3, 4) are used for maximum distance. 

• Medium irons (#5, 6, 7) are used for middle distance and offer the greatest accuracy.  
These clubs can also give loft to the ball on the rough and can be used for chip shots 
close around the green. 

• Short irons (#8, 9 and sand wedge) – used for short shots around the green, getting the 
ball out of the rough, hazards and traps.  The wedge is a heavy iron club used to loft a 
ball high into the air. 
 

3. Special Shots: 

a) Pitch shot – used within 90 yards of the green or when near the green but confronted 
with a sand trap, bunker or water hazard.  Use iron # 8 or 9 for high lofty shots. 

b) Chip shot – use irons #5-9 depending on the distance from the hole and the amount  
of roll  needed to reach the hole.  This shot is used when the ball lies off the green.  A 

partial swing is used. 

c) Sand shot – use a sand wedge which is a specially designed iron used to get the ball 
out of the sand. 

d) Putt – must have confidence and concentration!  The putter’s head must accelerate  
through the ball.  “Read” the green to determine which way the ball will curve or roll. 

4. Terminology: 

a) Ace – hole in one. 
b) Birdie – one stroke under par. 
c) Bogey – one stroke over par. 
d) Bunker – sand trap. 
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e) Divot – piece of sod cut away by the club. 
f) Double Bogey – two strokes over par. 
g) Eagle – two strokes under par. 
h) Fairway – an area of closely mowed grass running from the tee to the green, excluding the 

hazards. 
i) “Fore” – a warning cry to anyone on the fairway, that a stroke is being played. 
j) Gross Score – score before the handicap is deducted.  
k) Hazards – include the rough, traps, bunkers, water, trees, shrubs etc., place in strategic 

locations to penalize poorly hit shots. 
l) Hole – an area, including the rough and the fairway that begins at the tee and ends at the 

hole on the green.  A round of golf is played in 18 holes. 
m) Hook – a ball that while in flight, curves from right to left for a right handed golfer. 
n) Lie – position of the ball on the ground; also refers to the angle of the club head. 
o) Match Play – the player counts the number of strokes to play each hole.  The player who 

wins the most holes wins the round. 
p) Net Score – the score after the handicap is deducted. 
q) Par – the number of strokes allowed for a hole; the average par of a course is usually 4 par 

per hole. A golfer who plays “par golf” is an excellent golfer.  The total par on a golf course 
in usually 72.  Par is based on distance and allows for 2 putts on every hole. 

                  Men                                                 Women 

      Par 3 up to 250 yards                         Par 3 up to 210 yards 

      Par 4 251 to 470 yards                       Par 4 211 to 400 yards 

      Par 5 over 471 yards                          Par 5 401 to 575 yards 

                                                                     Par 6  576  yards and over 

 

r) Rough – unmowed terrain on either side of the fairway. 
s) Slice – a ball that while in flight, curves from left to right for a right handed golfer. 
t) Stroke Play – players count the number of strokes to play the entire course.  The player 

with the lowest score wins. 
u) Tee – the spot where the ball is first played. 
v) Winter Lies – the privilege of moving your ball a few inches to improve its lie on the 

fairway. 
5.  Safety: 

a) never hit a shot until those in front of you are out of range. 
b) never swing a club unless you are sure nobody is standing close by. 
c) if you hear a warning “fore”, cover your head and turn away from that direction. 
d) Only one person swings at a time, the person farthest from the hole should play first. 
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6.  Scoring: use the following information to compute the score below: 

Hole #1 is a birdie. 

Hole #2 is par. 

Hole #3 is a bogey. 

Hole #4 is a birdie. 

Hole #5 is an eagle. 

Hole #6 is a bogey. 

Hole #7 is a double bogey. 

Hole #8 is par. 

Hole #9 is a double bogey.    

 

 

Hole        1          2          3          4          5          6          7          8          9          Total 

 

Par           4         5          3          4          5          5          3          4          4             37 

 

You         3         5           4          3          3          6          5          4          6             39 

7. Golf Rules: 

a) Lost Ball – a player is allowed a maximum of 5 minutes to look for a lost ball.  If declared 
lost, the player is charged with a 2 stroke penalty and must return to the previous spot to 
play the next shot. 

b) Out-of-Bounds – if on club property, there is usually a 1 stroke penalty; off of club 
property a 2 stroke penalty is given and the player hits from the same spot where the ball 
went out-of-bounds.  

c)   Unplayable Lie – return the ball to the previous spot, and move it 2 club lengths in any 

direction but not nearer the hole. 

d)   every swing of the club at the ball counts as one stroke.  A legitimate attempt to hit the             

ball resulting in an entire miss is called a “whiff” and counts as one stroke. 
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e) Once the ball has been hit off of the tee, it may not be touched with the hands until it  
has reached the green. 

f) The ball is played where it lies. 
g) The player with the lowest score on the previous hole will have the “honor” and play first 

on the next hole. 
  

8.  THE FOUR R’S OF GOLF:   

RAKE – the traps. 

REPAIR – ball marks. 

REPLACE – the divots. 

RESPECT – game etiquette. 
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THE GAME OF GOLF 

HISTORY: 

Golf was not introduced in any particular country; however Scotland has its claim for the origin 

to it.  Golf has existed for at least 500 years because James II of Scotland had golf and football 

banned; these sports were interfering with archery practice which was needed by the loyal 

defenders of the Scottish realm.  It has been suggested that golf was first played by shepherds 

who used their wooden crooks to hit rounded stones into rabbit holes in order to pass the time 

while tending to their flocks of sheep.  Golf courses have not always been 18 holes.  In the 15th 

century 11 hole courses were popular because they were dictated by topography.  Some played 

11 holes “out” and 11 holes “in” for a total of 22 holes.  In 1764 some holes were deemed too 

short, and were therefore combined with other holes; having combined some of the holes, the 

number of holes on the course was then reduced from 11 to 9 so that a complete round of golf 

was made up of 18 holes. 

Changes in equipment since the 19th century have been: 

• Better mowers especially for the greens. 

• Better golf ball designs (using rubber and man-made materials since about 1900). 

• Metal shafts in the 1930’s. 

• The wooden golf tee in the 1930’s. 

• Metal heads started replacing wood heads in the 1970’s. 

• Shafts made of graphite composite materials were introduced in the 1980’s. 
 

Advantages of playing golf: 

• One of the advantages to playing golf is the ability for people of all ages to participate! 

• It is a life-time activity! 

• It can be played individually, with a partner, or in a group. 
 

SAFETY 

• Refrain from swinging clubs until instructed to do so. 

• Never walk near swinging clubs. 

• Swing clubs in one direction only (do not swing toward someone else). 

• Make sure there is space between players (must be more than double club length to 
avoid hitting each other). 

• If in double line formation swing away from other players to avoid accidents in case a 
club slips from a players’ hand. 
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• Left-handed students should be at one end of the line, facing the other members of the 
class.  

• Stay with partners (groups) until instructed to move or rotate to a new station. 

• Balls will be hit at teaching stations only in the “hitting area”. 

• Retrieve balls only when instructed to do so. 

• Leave clubs at the “hitting area” when retrieving balls. 

• Retrieve the same number of balls that you hit. 
 

The Grip 

Key Points: 

• If a player is having trouble with the flight of the ball, check the grip! 

• If a player cannot hit the ball straight the grip is probably not correct! 

• Hands work as a unit because fingers are joined. 

• If a player wants the ball to go up in golf, he hits on the down swing.  If a player wants the 
ball to go down he hits on the up swing. 

 

LEFT HAND: 

• Should be across the fingers and palm. 

• Key to L hand:  when you look down, you should be able to see the top 2 knuckles of the L 
hand. 

• Player should stand square to target – back of L hand and face of club are facing the same 
direction. 

• The top of club handle (grip) should be “trapped” (held against) the “meaty” part of the L 
hand. 

• The last 3 fingers of the L hand “trap” (wrap around) the grip. 

• Test: if you take the thumb and forefinger off the club your 3 fingers (middle, ring, little) 
should be able to support the club as you hold it out in front of you. 

 

TYPES OF GRIPS: 

1. Overlap – little finger of R hand hooks over the forefinger of the L hand. 
2. Interlock – separate and interlock little finger of R hand and forefinger of L hand. 
3. Baseball – all fingers on club; best for beginners and children. 
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RIGHT HAND: 

• L thumb sets up into the “meaty” part of the R hand. 

• Grip is held with middle 2 fingers. 

• “V” of hand is extended toward R shoulder. 

• When player looks down at R hand he should be able to see the knuckle of the index finger 
on the R side of the grip. 

• Test:  if you were to take your hands off of the club and extend them out in front of you, the 
back of the L hand and palm of the R hand should be facing the target (face of the club 
head). 

 

ALIGNMENT (STANCE) 

Key Points: 

• Approach the ball from behind (the target line).  Player must “view” the shot first by lining 
up with the target. 

• The “target side” is the side closest to the ball (left shoulder). 

• Draw an imaginary line through the ball and down the fairway (a player could use a clump 
of sod or grass) a few feet down the fairway to find that imaginary line and use it to line up 
with. 

• Put the club face down first, then the R foot, then the L foot (if this is done incorrectly for 
example L foot first, then the tendency will be for the ball to pull to the left).  The player 
wants the ball to go straight by having everything parallel). 

• Shoulders, hips, knees, toes should be parallel to the imaginary line and down the fairway. 

• Place the ball about 2 inches (one club head) inside the L heel. 
 

Railroad Track Analogy: 

• The player should stand on the inside rail (parallel left), this is called the “body line”. 

• The ball should be on the outside rail extended toward the target; this is called the “target 
line”. 

 

                                                                                       

       Inside Rail (“Body Line”)                                                    Player on inside rail with feet parallel 

                                                            

      Outside Rail (“Target Line”)                                                Ball on outside rail extended toward target 
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Drill: (need 3 clubs per player) 

Have the student practice the approach to the ball several times.  In between each approach, 

the student should step away from the clubs and make a new approach every time. 

    

 Tells where the ball is positioned at the feet.                              Club at right angle to “Body Line” 

                                                           

                                                                                      “Body Line” (put 1 foot on each side of club) 

                                                                                         

                                                                       “Target Line” (place ball about 2” inside left heel) 

 

NOTE: to simulate railroad tracks use: 2 golf clubs (that is what a player would use on the golf 

course), both edges of the indoor putting greens, a line on the floor and a striking mat.  The 

type of club will dictate how far away you stand from the “tracks”. 

 

SET UP (How far to stand from the ball) 

Key Points:  

• Stand Tall (erect, upright). 

• Arms against the chest (“connected”). 

• Wrists locked. 

• Bend at waist “BOW”. 

• Hips must go back (butt out). 

• Club to ground. 

• Find a spot that when you bend (bow) over with arms at chest, the club ends up directly 
behind the ball. 

• DO NOT BEND KNEES. 

• Arms hang “relaxed” against the body. 

• The hands should be closer to the body than the (eyes). 
 

Partner Drill to check the hands to eyes: partner #1 “set up” with the golf club, have  partner #2 

hold a club up at the eyes of partner #1 as they “bow” and check to make sure that the hands of 

partner #1 are closer to the body than the eyes are in the bent over position. 
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WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION 

• More weight on inside of R foot (60%) than the L foot (40%). 

• R instep should “hold” or “dig in” during the back swing. 

• Head should be to the right of the ball (to back of the ball). 

• Upper body is “soft”. 

• Lower body is “ready to drive”. 
 

BACK SWING 

Key Points: 

• The player must get the upper body behind (to the right of) the ball. 

• Move the L shoulder backward so at the top of the swing the L shoulder is behind the ball. 

• L shoulder to chin; no farther. 

• “Drive” the L shoulder backward and under the chin so that the shoulders are at 90 
degrees, this is as far as the back swing has to go. 

• The back of the player will be facing the target. 

• Arms never come off the chest; they ride the chest. 

• Hands do not go past the right ear; the back swing does not have to be long. 

• Wrists are cocked. 

• There is NO “up” or “lift” movement only a “back” movement. 

• The “energy” is set on the inside of the R foot; there will be a slight bend in the R knee; L 
knee will turn slightly toward the R knee during the back swing. 

• The L foot will pivot toward the R foot. 
 

Drill: without a club, practice the backswing: arms are out straight simulating a swing.  Purpose 

of the drill is to make sure the L shoulder is under the chin at 90 degrees. 

The reason we want the body about 2” (1 club length) from the L heel (which is fairly forward in 

the stance), is so on the back swing the player has an easier time getting behind the ball with 

the L shoulder. 

If the ball is placed in the middle of the feet or in front of the R foot, it would be almost 

impossible to get the L shoulder behind the ball and then there would be no leverage in getting 

a striding motion in order to hit the ball in front.
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FORWARD SWING 

Base or Platform Position 

• R leg must “support” (resist) movement behind the ball (instep of R foot “digs in”) – this is 
where the forward swing begins. 

• There should be some flexibility in the R knee. 

• Set the “energy” on the inside of the R foot. 

• Dive with the legs – this pulls the upper body into the hit. 
 

Upper Body Position 

• R elbow should be “trapped” against the body. 

• R wrist is cocked backward. 

• The upper body simply follows the legs as they “drive” toward the target. 

• Player should roll the wrists at the end of the swing on the follow through. 
 

Note:  if there is no leg drive and the player relies only on the upper body to create energy and 

momentum, the ball will be hit incorrectly (pulled, hooked, or sliced).  If the R leg gives way and 

bows out then the player has no foundation (base) and then the R elbow cannot get trapped 

resulting in an incorrect swing. 

Key Points: 

• Inside R foot square to target line. 

• R elbow trapped. 

• R hand hold. 

• Club head releases at impact with ball. 

• Partner should take a look at the finish; as player holds finish position the following should 
happen: 
-  all body weight should be planted on the L side. 

      -  player should come up on the R toe. 

• EMPHASIZE: head down watching ball through impact! 
 

NOTE:  if the player concentrates on keeping the R instep planted and uses the legs to drive, it is 

impossible for the ball to go to the left, this removes ½ of the golf course and therefore you 

have a fairly predictable ball flight.  By using the legs I know the ball will go straight or to the 

right (with proper leg action the player does not have to worry about the ball going left! 
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DRILLS FOR SWINGS 

Drill #1:   Modified Backswing:  grip club shaft, slide hand to the middle of the club and practice 

swinging.  If done correctly (with elbow trapped against the body and wrist cocked), the entire 

shaft should be parallel to the ground pointing down the target line. 

Drill #2 with partner:  partner #1 observes, partner #2 swings and poses as if taking a picture; 

concentrate on R instep using the legs and drive. The partner who is observing should stand in 

front of the partner who is swinging and should be providing feedback for partner #1. 

NOTE: to make sure that players are swinging properly, have them take a club in both hands 

and put it up at chest height and parallel to the floor.  Then have the player bend over as he 

would in a golf stance and just move slowly as if they were swinging.  This should simulate a 

true golf “motion” and keep the upper body aligned. 

Drill # 3 with partner: partner #1swing and pose as if taking a picture, do 10 repetitions of this 

swing in “clock swing” fashion going slow and easy. 

Drill # 4: “Cut the Grass” - do 10 full swing/full speed repetitions WITHOUT a ball; can do with a 

partner if not enough equipment. 

Drill # 5:  do 10 full swing/full speed repetitions WITH a ball. 

CHIPPING “PLAYING AROUND THE GREEN” 

In this shot you want to complete the distance from the ball to the hole; #6, 7, 8 iron should be 

used although #7 is preferred.  The ball should go 1/3 of the distance in the air and 2/3 of the 

distance on the run of the green.  This is assuming that the terrain is flat and the speed of the 

green is moderate (not too fast or too slow). 

Chipping is used for shots that are 4-6 feet off the fringe of the green and the “pin” is 20-25 feet 

on the green. 

There are 2 principles to follow when chipping: 

1.  Want to play the ball as low to the ground as possible (use as low a loft club possible);    

     player will have a much more consistent shot because the ball is not lofted in air and  

     therefore is not effected by wind direction. 

2.  Want to land the ball on the putting surface. 
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Key Points: 

• Player should be at an “open” stance to the target – 45 degree angle (hips pointing left of 
where the player is looking. 

• Ball is placed off the L heel (same as full swing). 

• Feet 8-12” apart. 

• There is very little leg action in this swing. 

• Most of the weight is on the L foot to put the handle of the club forward of the ball. (toward 
the hole).  This is a must!   

• Ball is contacted on the down stroke thus the reason for the club being ahead of the ball.  
CHIPPING STROKE: 

Key Points: 

• Requires use of the shoulders and forearms only (no wrist or hand movement) 

• Wrists stay firm! 

• When the stroke is over, stop and “pose” – left wrist should be firm and the back of the 
hand straight. 

• Height of the back swing and follow through are the same. 
Drill: chip to circle (this works for any shot): 

                        1/3                                                                    

Ball                                                                                                       2/3 

PITCHING 

This shot is elevated higher than a chip.  Must use pitching wedge or sand iron! This shot is used 

for a ball in the grass and the “pin” is relatively close.  A low elevated shot will not work 

because the player would have to bounce the ball in longer grass.  Player cannot get a 

consistent bounce in grass therefore he needs more loft.  There is more “up and down” in 

pitching than in chipping.  The ball should go 2/3 of the distance in the air and 1/3 of the 

distance on the run of the green.  The ball will still “run on the green” a little bit but not as far 

as with a chip shot. 

Key Points: 

• Stroke is identical to a chip shot; the # of the club used changes, not the stroke. 

• Weight is on the L foot. 

• Hips are “open” to the target. 

• Club handle is in front of the ball. 

• Wrists are firm. 

• Hit on down stroke; the ball will have a steeper trajectory because there will be more 
elevation “built” into the club head. 
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SAND PLAY  

A sand iron must be used for this shot because it has a deep flange (bottom of club) which helps 

get the ball out of the sand.  Therefore the flange must enter the sand first, not the leading 

edge of the club face because it will dig into the sand like a shovel.  With the flange entering the 

sand first the face of the club will be exposed to the sky. 

NOTE: if a sand iron is not available, player should use a #9 iron. 

Key Points for “Up Lie” (ball is on top of the sand): 

• Hips are “open” to the target (left) at 45 degrees. 

• Dig feet into the sand to get good footing and a solid foundation. 

• Ball is placed inside L heel. 

• Face of club must be “open” so it is exposed to the sky. 

• There should be slightly more weight on the L foot than the R. 

• Key to the swing is to get the club up abruptly; pick the club up with the hands to get a 
steeper angle as take the club away to get the ball out of the sand. 

• At the start, player should have the flange (bottom) of the club in the sand about 1” behind 
the ball.  The face of the club should NOT be in the sand; it needs to be exposed to the sky. 

• To get the ball out of the sand the player must accelerate the club through the shot. 

• Swing through to a full finish, finish “high” and follow through. 
Drill: 

A. Draw several circles (4-5” in diameter) in the sand and have the player try to blow the 
circles out of the sand.  By having the club flange at the back side of the circle the circles 
should have disappeared by the end of the shot. 

B. Put the ball in the middle of the circle and visualize it as a fried egg.  The ball is the 
“yolk” and the circle is the “white”.  As the player takes the swing take the “white” from 
under the “yoke”.  The ball is never contacted; it is the force of the blow that explodes 
the ball out of the sand. 

Key Points for “Buried Lie” (ball is buried in the sand): 

• Must change position of the ball in stance by playing it off the R foot instead of the L foot. 

• Set almost all weight on the L foot. 

• Handle of club should be way in front of the ball. 

• Close the club face and turn it to the left. 

• Pick club “up” quickly with the R hand and drive the leading edge in back of the ball hitting 
the ball as hard as possible. 

• Player should follow through as far as he can (which won’t be much). 

• As the ball comes out of a buried lie it will have a lot of over spin and it will “run on the 
green”. 
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READING GREENS & PRE-SHOT PROCEDURES 

3 FOOT PUTTS:  

• Straddle the ball right in the middle of the feet. 

• Always play the ball inside “inside” the hole (unless there is a huge “break”). 
Player must do 4 things in order to putt: 

1.  Select the right path. 

2.  Have a 90 degree face angle with putter (90 degrees to chosen path). 

3.  Stroke the ball on “sweet spot” (middle) of putter.  

4.  Have a good idea of the distance as the ball rolls toward the hole. 

How to line up for the putt: 

1.  Select a line and make a decision on how the putt will go: 

     Is the ball going to go R to L? 

     Is the ball going to go L to R? 

     Is the ball going to go straight? 

***Key***Put the trade mark on the ball (Titlest etc.) in line with where the ball will go. 

2.  Put the putter at 90 degrees to the trade mark on ball. 

3.  When the player strokes the ball it must be struck on the most solid part of the putter   

     (“sweet spot”) which is the middle of the putter. 

4.  ”The Touch” the player should “feel” how far back and “through” he must move the  

     putter in order to get the ball to go in the hole.  The player should take several practice   

     strokes to determine this. 

NOTE:  The grip of the club is flat not round allowing thumbs to go directly on top of the grip. 

LEFT HAND: 

• Put the club a little bit more in palm of hand (not so much in fingers) as regular club swing 
grip. 

• When the player closes the hand up the thumb is on top of the flat part of the grip. 
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• The “V” formed by the thumb and forefinger should face the L shoulder or a little outside 
the L shoulder. 

RIGHT HAND: 

• Thumb is on top of the grip. 

• “V” should face the R shoulder or a little to the outside of the R shoulder. 

• The “Reverse Overlap Grip” is the most conventional grip used to putt.  With this grip the 
forefinger of the L hand should go over the 3 fingers of the R hand. 

Key Points in Putting: 

• Ball is placed just inside the L instep and L heel. 

• Feet 12-15” wide. 

• Put 90% of weight on L heel and L side allowing the player to anchor so there is NO lower 
body movement when the stroke is made. 

• Ball should be just under the eyes (when the player bends over his eyes should be directly 
over the ball). 

SIDE HILL PUTTING: 

• Put the ball out off of the L toe to move the ball ahead; this gets the L thigh out of the way 
to get the hands in front so they are free.  If the player has a straight “flat” the ball should 
be placed on the inside of the L heel. 

RIGHT to LEFT PUTT (HOOK): 

• Straddle the ball so it is in front and in the middle between the feet. 

• Hands should be under the head to keep the ball on the “high” side of the hole. 
Drill: 

Have student bend over and hold the shaft of the club from eyes. The club should be directly 

over the ball. 

If the player is too close to the ball (outside), it will putt (pull) to the left. 

If the player is too far from the ball (inside), it will putt (push) to the right. 

TROUBLE SHOTS 

WIND ALTERATIONS: 

A.  Going into the Wind: 

  1.  Move the ball slightly forward in order to hit the ball higher taking advantage of the  

       wind to move the ball farther.  Set the ball “up” in the stance (closer to the target). 

  2.  Pick the club “up” faster as it goes back creating a steeper angle in order to hit the  
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       ball higher.   

B.  Wind Coming At the Player: 

   1.  Move ball back to middle of feet (2 club heads allowing hands to get ahead of ball  

        thus cutting down on the loft of the ball. 

   2.  Flatten the back swing keeping the club lower to the ground for a longer time to  

        keep the ball from going as high into the air. 

   3.  Follow through a little bit longer. 

BALL IN GRASS: 

• Figure the distance from the Fairway.  Drop back one club (#8 instead of #7) from what you 
would use at the same distance on the fairway.   

• Players need to rely on the roll of the shot NOT the flight of the shot. 

• Put the ball “back in the stance” (middle of the feet). 

• Get the club “up”quickly in the back swing so when the player comes through on the 
forward swing, the club face hits the ball first. 

HILLSIDE LIES: 

3 Things to Remember: 

1.  Where the ball has to be placed. 

2.  Player must have good balance. 

3.  Curvature of the air will affect the flight of the ball. 

A.  Up Hill Lies (ball will go R to L): 

  1.  Drop back 1 club; use a #4 or #5 iron because the ball will come out abruptly. 

  2.  The tendency is for the weight to shift to the right.  To counteract that slightly put  

       more weight on the L foot so player has balance. 

  3.  Keep the legs and feet planted. 

B.  Down Hill Lies (ball will go L to R): 

  1.  Place ball closer to the R foot to counteract the effect of the hill. 

  2.  Drop back on club; use #7 iron. 
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  3.  Set the hips (rear end) down for balance. 

NOTE: When playing the ball out of a hazard (sand or water) a player cannot touch anything in 

the hazard; therefore the ball can’t rest on the ground before the swing. 

STRATEGY 

When a player goes to a golf course to “play” and achieve his best score, he must not be 

working on the fundamentals of the game.  The player should: 

1.  Think about the flight of the ball. 

2.  Visualize the shot. 

The player must: 

1.  Know where the “pin” is located. 

2.  Know what the wind factor is. 

3.  Know where to place the ball in the teeing area. 

4.  Know what kind of player he is: 

     R to L (hook player), play on extreme L of tee. 

     L to R (slice player), play on extreme R of tee. 

5.  Not worry about mechanics and fundamentals. 

Teeing Area:  is an imaginary rectangle drawn in front of the tee 2 club lengths back, across, and 

2 club lengths to the side. 

On The Greens: 

1.  Don’t think about fundamentals or mechanics. 

2.  Visualize the putt. 

3.  Determine the lie of the green (curve, slope). 

     Hint: creek = water will run to the creek, so the ball will go that way too. 

4.  Determine the distance. 

5.  Put the trademark of the ball in line with the hole. 
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RULES OF GOLF 

Unplayable Lie (ball against a tree, on top of brush): 

The player is the sole judge of whether or not a ball is unplayable.  A player can declare a ball 

unplayable except in a water hazard (a player can even declare a ball unplayable in a sand 

bunker).  

The player has 3 options (all carry 1 stroke penalties): 

1.  Pick the ball up and go back to the original spot. 

2.  Determine the spot of “unplayability” and measure 2 club lengths.  The player can use  

     the driver to measure as long as the measurement is not taken closer to the hole.  Place    

     a tee in the ground, the player picks up the ball and sticks out one arm (at shoulder  

     height) to drop the ball; play continues from that point. 

3.  Player can pick the ball up and move backward as far as he wants to (to clear tree lines   

     etc.), the player picks up the ball and sticks out one arm (at shoulder height) to drop     

     the ball; play continues from that point. 

 

Immoveable Obstruction (bridge): 

1.  Mark the spot where the obstruction is and move 1 club length or nearest point where   

     the player can freely swing and then the player picks up the ball and sticks out one  

     arm (at shoulder height) to drop the ball; play continues from that point. 
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TYPES OF CLUBS 

In the average set of clubs, there are usually 3 or 4 wood clubs and 9 or 10 irons; a maximum of 

14 clubs is allowed in a bag. 

No two clubs are the same.  There are differences in the length of the shaft, weight, size and 

shape of the head, the angle with which the shaft ends and the head begins; the lie and the 

angle of the face of the club (the loft).  Shot making ability is affected by many factors related to 

the construction of the club: 

• Swing weight (relationship of grip, shaft and club head). 

• Length of club (the higher the # club, the shorter the length of it). 

• Shaft flexibility (determines the “feel” of the club head). 

• Club head design. 

• Grip (rubber or leather). 
For maximum results, a player should be “measured” for a set of clubs, so that they are suited 

to the strength and build of the player. 

Wood Clubs (used for driving and are designed for distance): 

Various wood clubs are known by number and name.  The four most popular wood clubs are: 

#1 (Driver)  

• Used from the tee for the maximum distance.   

• Has a large head and a deep, vertical face. 

• For the average player, the driver is 42-43’ long and weighs between 13-14 ozs. 
#2 (Brassie) 

• Used mostly for long shots from good fairway lies.   

• Has a slightly smaller face than a driver but the face has more loft. 

• Gets its name because the sole of the club is generally covered with a brass plate. 
#3 (Spoon) 

• Used to play the ball from lies too poor for a brassie. 

• Has a shorter shaft and shallower face than the driver or brassie but the face has much 
more loft. 

#4 Wood 

• Used for playing a ball from very bad lies. 

• Has a smaller head, shallower face and more loft than a spoon. 

• Will hit about as far as a #1 iron. 

• Many players do not carry this club. 
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Utility Woods 

• Used by some players instead of the #1,2, 3 or 4 iron. 

• Highly lofted clubs numbered 5, 6, 7 or up. 
 

IRON CLUBS (used for approach shots to the green): 

#1 

• Used for full shots of 190-205 yards from a lie too heavy to use a brassie. 

• Has a long shaft. 

• A difficult club to use, as it produces long, low shots. 
 

#2 

• Used for shots of 180-190 yards. 

• Has slightly more loft than a #1 iron. 
 

#3 

• Used for shots of 165-175 yards. 
 

#4 

• Used for shots of 150-160 yards. 
 

#5 

• Used for shots of 140-150 yards. 

• Used for “pitch and run” shots from 30 -50 yards of the green. 

• A popular and easy club to use. 

• A ball hit with this club pitches high and stops quickly after hitting the ground. 
 

#6 

• Used for playing ball from high grass or difficult lies and shots of 130-140 yards. 

• Useful from a clean lie in a sand trap when considerable distance is needed. 
 

#7 
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• Used for shots 125-135 yards. 

• Resembles a #6 iron but has more loft. 

• Puts plenty of backspin on the ball. 
 

#8 

• Used for shots 120-130 yards. 

• Has still more loft than a #7 iron. 
 

#9 

• Used for shots 110-120 yards. 

• Has a great deal of loft and head is heavy to carry it through long tough grass or heavy 
sand. 

 

SPECIAL CLUBS: 

Pitching Wedge 

• Used for approaching green from 909 or less yards of green. 

• Has slightly more loft than a #9 iron. 
 

Sand Wedge 

• Used for blasting from sand traps or for shots where great height and little roll is 
necessary. 

• Resembles a #9 iron but has much heavier head and a face so deep it is almost disk in 
shape. 

 

Putter 

• Used for stroking the ball on the green in order to get the ball in the hole. 

• Has a short, stiff shaft and a straight face. 

• There are many styles of putters. 
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GOLF COURSE ETIQUETTE 

1.  Consideration of Other Players: 

• Play without delay. 

• Do not play until players in front are out of range.  If the ball appears to be headed 
toward another player or group, give them a warning by yelling out “FORE”. 

• Players who are searching for a ball should signal the players behind them to pass as 
soon as it becomes apparent that the ball will not easily be found.  A ball is considered 
lost after 5 minutes of looking for it. 

• Players must stay in the teeing area when teeing off.   

• No one should move, talk or stand close to or directly behind the ball or the hole when a 
player is addressing the ball or taking a stroke. 

• Loose impediments such as grass, leaves, a flag stick etc. may be removed in order to hit 
a ball.  If the ball has to be re-positioned, it must be done no more than 1 club length 
from the original spot and no nearer the hole. 

• The player who is farthest away from the hole has the “honor” of playing first. 

• When on the green, place a ball marker directly behind the ball (farthest from the hole).  
Marking the ball allows players to put the ball back in exactly the same spot after others 
have putted.  If the ball is in the direct path of the shot of another player, that player 
may move the mark up to one club length on either side. 

• A player must be aware of where he stands on the green because his shadow could be 
cast across putting line of another player. 

• When play of the hole has been completed, players should immediately leave the green. 

• Never walk through a partners’ putting line (your foot prints could alter the path of the 
putt).  Step over the putting line or walk around (behind) the ball. 

 

2.  Priority on the Course: 

• In the absence of special rules, 2-ball matches are entitled to pass any 3 or 4-ball 
matches. 

• A single player has no standing and should give way to a match of any kind. 

• Any match playing a whole round is entitled to pass a match playing a shorter round. 
 

3.  Holes in Bunkers: 

• Before leaving a bunker, a player should carefully rake and smooth over all holes and 
footprints made by him. 

 

4.  Restore Divots, Repair Ball-Marks and Damage by Spikes: 
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• Any turf cut displaced by a player should be replaced and pressed down; any damage to 
the putting green made by the ball must be repaired (including damage made by the 
shoe spikes).  Many players now wear “soft” spikes so that the surface of the green is 
not damaged and to provide the player with more traction.  Some courses do not allow 
metal spikes.  

Replace (divots), Rake (sand traps), Fix (ball marks) 

5.  Damage to Greens, Flagsticks, Bags etc.: 

• Players should ensure that, when entering the green, there is no damage to the green, 
the flagstick, or the hole. 

• Golf bags should not be placed on the green. 

• The flagstick should be properly replaced without damaging the sides of the hole before 
leaving the green. 

• Players should not damage the putting green by leaning on their putters, particularly 
when removing the ball from the hole.  

 

6.  Golf Carts: 

• Rules and regulations regarding the use of golf carts must be strictly observed. 

• Observe the safety suggestions posted in golf carts and drive carefully. 

• Keep golf carts on paths at all times (off the grass). 

• Stay off the greens with the golf cart. 
 

7.  Swings: 

• When taking practice swings players should avoid causing damage to the course, by 
replacing divots. 

• Players should only take one practice swing for each shot. 

• Once the ball is played off the tee, it may not be touched with the hands until it has 
reached the green. 

• Every swing of the club counts as one stroke.  A legitimate attempt to hit the ball counts 
as a stroke even if a player “whiffs” it.   

• A player with the lowest score on the previous hole will have the “honors” and play first 
on the next hole. 
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 TERMINOLOGY: 

• Ace – hole in one 

• Birdie – one stroke under par 

• Bogey – one stroke over par 

• Bunker – sand trap 

• Divot – piece of sod cut away by the club 

• Double Bogey – two strokes over par 

• Eagle – two strokes under par 

• Fairway – an area of closely mowed grass running from the tee to the green, excluding the hazards.  

• “Fore” – a warning cry to anyone on the fairway, that a stroke is being played. 

• Green – special grass area designed for putting; also contains the hole. 

• Gross Score – score before the handicap is deducted. 

• Handicap System – is designed to equalize competition for different abilities of players.  The players 
with the lower average scores must “give” strokes to the players with the higher average.   

• Hazards – include the rough, traps, bunkers, water, trees, shrubs etc., placed in strategic locations to 
penalize poorly hit shots.   

• Hole – an area including the rough and the fairway that begins at the tee and ends at the hole on 
the green.  A hole is measured horizontally from the middle of the teeing ground to the center of 
the green. 

• Hook – a ball that while in flight, curves from right to left for a right handed player. 

• Lie – position of the ball on the ground; also refers to the angle of the club head. 

• Match Play – the player counts the number of strokes to play each hole.  The player who wins the 
most holes wins the round. 

• Net Score – the score after the handicap is deducted. 

• Par – the number of strokes allowed for a hole; the average par of a course is usually 4 par per hole.  
A golfer who plays “par golf” is an excellent golfer.  The total par on a golf course is usually 70-72.  
Par is based on distance and allows for 2 putts on every hole. 

Par                       Men                     Women 

   3                      Up to 250               Up to 210 

                                                 4                      251-470                    211-400 

                                               5                      471 & over               401-575 

    6                                                    576 & over 

• Rough – area on each side of the fairway of unmowed terrain where grass, trees, and other 
obstacles are found. 

• Slice – a ball that while in flight, curves from the left to right for a right handed player. 

• Stroke Play – players count the number of strokes to play the entire course.  The player with the 
lowest score wins. 

• Tee – the spot where the ball is first played. 

• Teeing area - the area between the markers and two club lengths behind the markers. 

• Winter Lies – the privilege of moving your ball a few inches to improve its lie on the fairway. 
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Building a Golf Course  

1.  Make as many holes as you want using all of the skills taught in class (full swing for distance, chipping, putting, 

sand shot). 

2.  Do not make teeing areas close to fences (residential area, track) where balls may be lost. 

3.  Set up of teeing areas and holes: 

• May be in area between bus garage and small gym. 

• May be around the baseball diamond; no walking on the baseball diamond except in the designated 
area or to retrieve a ball. 

• May be on paved area along north parking lot. 

• May be on practice football field. 

• May be on “L”. 

• May be in any area between track and tennis court. 

• Must end at fence on north end of track. 

• Must NOT be in the stadium (track and turf). 
4.  Range balls may be used for putting ONLY!  Use the large balls for driving. 

5.  Remember that we are limited in types of clubs. 

6.  Take the weather into consideration (wind factor). 

7.  Plan for 28-30 “beginner” players. 

8.  Use “shotgun” format (everybody starts at same time but on different holes). 

9.  Go out and test different types of balls and shots before you plan so that you know  

      how the balls will react in flight. 

10. You may use any type of materials for your golf course (see attached). 

11. You can vary the length of the holes to emphasize different techniques and to allow  

       for the use of larger balls.  Boundaries and hazards should be established and marked   

       so that rules can be taught.   

Responsibilities of Supervisors 

1.  Establish rules and etiquette (write them up). 

2.  Students may not climb or go over any fence. 

3.  Make up a score card. 

4.  Determine penalties. 

5.  Responsible for set-up and take down of course at beginning and end of day. 

6.  A supervisor from each class needs to explain the course, maintain it and supervise it. 
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GOLF TEST 

Name______________________            Period_________  Day _________ 

T     F  1.  The number 1 wood is also called a driver. 

T     F  2.  The optimum number of strokes for a given hole is called a birdie. 

T     F  3.  When a ball hit by a right handed golfer curves off to the right it is called a slice. 

T     F  4.  Completing a hole in one stroke over par is called a bogey. 

T     F  5.  Irons provide greater accuracy than woods do. 

T     F  6.  When a golfer gets 2 strokes less than par, it is called a double boogey. 

T     F  7.  A divot is a piece of grass cut away by the club. 

T     F  8.  A bunker is a hazard. 

T     F  9.  The right to drive or play first is referred to as “summer lies”. 

T     F 10.  The total par on a course is most commonly 72. 

T     F 11.  The area of finely mowed grass which the hole is located is called the approach. 

 

T     F 12.  The very bottom of the club is called the sole. 

T     F 13.  On a chip shot a full swing is used. 

T     F 14.  In match play the winner is decided by the number of strokes taken. 

T     F 15.  The privilege of moving your ball a few inches to improve its lie on the fairway is 

called “winter lies”.   

T     F 16.  A pitch shot is a lofty shot used off of the green. 

T     F 17.  Irons impart backspin on the ball, which allows for better ball placement. 

T     F 18.  If a ball goes out-of-bounds, there is no penalty as long as the ball is played from the     

spot where it went out.  

T     F 19.  The wedge is an iron used to loft the ball high into the air. 

T     F 20.  Confidence and concentration are essential when putting. 
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Complete the following scoring problem for you and your friend given the following 

information: 

Your Score:                                                              Your Friend: 

Hole #1 = par                                                            Hole # 1 = a bogey 

Hole #2 = a birdie                                                     Hole #2 = par 

Hole #3 = a double bogey                                       Hole #3 = par 

Hole #4 = bogey                                                        Hole #4 = a bogey 

Hole #5 = bogey                                                        Hole #5 = a bogey 

Hole #6 = par                                                             Hole #6 = a birdie 

Hole #7 = an eagle                                                    Hole #7 = par 

Hole #8 = par                                                             Hole #8 = a birdie 

Hole #9 = an eagle                                                    Hole #9 = a double bogey 

Hole     1          2          3          4          5          6          7          8          9          Total 

 

Par       5          3          4          4          3          4          4          4          4             35 

You 

 

Friend 

BONUS: 

Name the four R’s of golf! 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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LACROSSE UNIT PLAN 

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS 

• To gain an appreciation for lacrosse as a lifetime sport. 

• To help students gain an understanding of the benefits of lacrosse on the body 
physically and mentally. 

• To allow students to gain a better understanding for the rules of one of the most 
popular sport in Central New York. 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

1. Cognitive – Student will be able to understand: 

• the correct form and technique for the skills involved in lacrosse. 

• the knowledge of the basic lacrosse terminology. 

• the rules and basic penalties used in lacrosse. 

• the techniques used in passing, throwing, cradling, dodging and scooping a lacrosse ball. 

• basic positioning of offense and defense. 
 

2. Affective – The student’s behavior will indicate:  

• the importance of socialization playing on a team or in partner drills. 

• strategies used to play the sport of lacrosse. 

• the importance of small team play versus larger team play. 
 

3. Psychomotor – The student will show improvement/proficiency in: 

• throwing, catching, cradling, dodging and scooping a lacrosse ball. 

• the use of proper techniques in various drills/activities. 

• aligning team players in basic but correct positions. 
 

4. Safety – The student will: 

• be cautioned about uncontrolled passes, rough play, taunting and baiting etc. 

• not be allowed to body check, push, trip, etc. 

• not be permitted to wear sunglasses when outside and safety goggles when inside. 

• understand the importance of wearing the proper clothing. 
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LACROSSE LESSON PLANS 

Day 1:  

• Students will warm up as per instructor. 

• Review safety issues. 

• Instruct students on proper technique for passing and catching. 

• Students practice correct passing and throwing with a partner. 

• Instruct students on shooting technique. 

• Students practice shooting. 
Day 2: 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.  

• Review passing and catching and safety concerns. 

• Instruct students on scooping a lacrosse ball using specific cues given by teacher. 

• Students practice correct scooping technique with a partner. 

• Instruct students on proper cradling technique. 

• Students will practice correct cradling with a partner. 
Day 3: 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.  

• Review passing, catching, shooting, scooping and cradling. 

• Review safety issues. 

• Instruct students on different types of basic dodging (split, face, roll) 

• Students practice dodging with a partner. 
Day 4: 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.  

• Teach positions, face-offs and basic rules. 

• Start scrimmage games to balance class team for future class league/tournament play. 
Day 5-12: 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor. 

• Start league/tournament play. 
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LACROSSE TEST 

Name: _____________________       Date:_________________  Class:_______ 

T   F 1. Midfielders can only play on the offensive side of the field. 

T   F 2. A regulation game has ten players on each side. 

T   F 3. Every player on the field can attempt to control a face-off. 

T   F 4. Each team must have two players back when the ball is in the other end of the field.  

T   F 5. The best place to shoot the ball is at the goalies feet. 

T   F 6. In lacrosse, the defensive team can be in the crease at any time. 

T   F 7. There are no limitations on the length of a lacrosse stick. 

T   F 8. Slashing is a penalty that is served by 1 minute in the penalty box. 

T   F 9. When playing defense, it is important to play behind your man and the goal. 

T   F 10. The offensive team can be in the crease at any time. 

T   F 11. After a goal, the opposing team gets the ball. 

T   F 12. Everyone can go anywhere on the field. 

T   F 13. Body checking is legal on the other side of the field away from the ball. 

FILL IN THE BLANK: 

14. ______The game starts with a__?__ 

15. ______ The name of the circle that surrounds the goal is called a __?__ 

16. ______ The player who protects the goal is the __?__ 

17. ______ Carrying the ball in your stick is called __?__ 

 A. Cradling 

 B. Goalie 

 C. Face-Off 

 D. Crease 

LABEL THE POSITIONS: 

18. __________ 

19. __________ 

20. __________ 

 A. Attack 

 B. Midfield 

 C. Defense 
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OUTDOOR YARD GAMES UNIT PLAN 

 

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS 

• To gain an appreciation for various outdoor yard games for future lifetime activity. 

• To help students gain an understanding of the benefits of outdoor yard games on the 
body physically and mentally. 

• To allow students to gain a better understanding for the rules of the most popular 
outdoor yard games. 

• To provide additional outdoor yard games students will be able to share and teach their 
family and the community members.  

 

OBJECTIVES: 

1. Cognitive – Student will be able to understand: 

• the correct form and technique for the skills involved in each outdoor yard game. 

• the knowledge of the basic outdoor yard games terminology. 

• the rules and basic penalties used in each outdoor yard game. 
 

2. Affective – The student’s behavior will indicate:  

• the importance of socialization while playing on a team or individual game. 

• a safe environment conducive to learning and achievement. 
 

3. Psychomotor – The student will show improvement/proficiency in: 

• setup, take down and game play ability. 

• the use of proper techniques throughout the various outdoor yard activities. 

• skill and team play throughout the outdoor yard games unit. 
 

4. Safety – The student will: 

• wear the proper equipment for each outdoor yard game. 

• be aware of their surroundings and those around them to prevent injury.  

• assist and be diligent in ensuring all equipment and playing areas are safe for game play. 
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OUTDOOR YARD GAMES LESSON PLANS 

 

Day 1:  

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.  

• Teacher provides game instruction for each of the various outdoor yard games. 

• Students are broken down in to equal groups among the various outdoor yard games 
and must teach the other groups on how to play each game. 

 

Day 2: 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.  

• Students select the outdoor yard game of choice to be played for the class period. 
 

Day 3: 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.  

• Students select the outdoor yard game of choice to be played for the class period. 
 

Day 4: 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.  

• Students select the outdoor yard game of choice to be played for the class period. 
 

Day 5-10  

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.  

• Students select the outdoor yard game of choice to be played for the class period. 
 

Lifetime Games 

Horse Shoes   Kan Jam 

Texas Horse Shoes  Croquet 

Ladder Golf   4 Square 

Bocci 
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ORIENTEERING UNIT PLAN 

 
INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS: 

• To gain an appreciation for orienteering as a lifelong sport. 

• To broaden students understanding for how to operate, read and use a compass and 
map. 

• To help students understand the relationship between the outdoors and healthy 
activities in the outdoors. 

• To broaden students’ understanding of the environment around them while 
participating in navigational skills. 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

1.   Cognitive – The student will be able to understand: 

• the use of a map and how to read one. 

• the use of a compass. 

• pace and pace count. 

• the major parts of a compass. 
 
2.   Affective – The student’s attitude will warrant: 

• a good attitude towards the activities by involving themselves at all times. 

• willingness to achieve the task given to them during class activities. 

• an appreciation of orienteering as a social and/or individual activity. 

• the gaining of respect of the out of doors. 
 

3.   Psychomotor – The student will show proficiency/improvement in: 

• demonstrating the use of the compass by walking a bearing accurately for at least 100 
yards. 

• demonstrating the use of a campus map with and without a compass. 
 

4.   Safety – The student will: 

• wear the proper footwear and clothing. 

• be aware of the environment around them. 
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ORIENTEERING LESSON PLANS 

 

Day 1: 

• Introduction to orienteering. 

• Powerpoint. 
 

Day 2: 

• Students will warm up per instructor. 

• Overview of reading maps (colors, contour lines, 5 major terrain features, grid squares). 

• Overview of using a compass. 

• Explain pace count. 

• Pace count (every other step, practice pace counting). 
 

Day 3: 

• Students will warm up per instructor. 

• Review map and compass overview. 

• Orienting campus maps behind high school. 

• Triangle drill. 
 

Day 4: 

• Students will warm up per instructor. 

• Review orienteering skills. 

• Send students on map and compass scavenger hunt with worksheet. 
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PICKLEBALL UNIT PLAN  

 
INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS: 

 

• To gain an appreciation for pickleball as a life-long activity. 

• To assist students in their ability to interact socially with students of different abilities. 

• To broaden student understanding of the various strategies and skills involved in playing 
pickleball. 

• To gain an appreciation for the physical and mental aspects of pickleball. 
 

OBJECTIVES: 

 

1.  Cognitive – The student will be able to understand: 

• the benefits of learning how to play pickleball at a competitive level. 

• the basic skills involved in playing pickleball. 

• the basic strategies involved in being competitive while playing pickleball. 

• basic positioning vital to playing singles and doubles pickleball. 

• proper terminology associated with pickleball. 
 

2.  Affective – The student’s attitude will warrant: 

• the ability to work as an individual while playing singles and cooperatively with a partner 
when playing doubles. 

• the ability to understand how to interact socially with other students in class. 
 

3.  Psychomotor – The student will show proficiency/improvement in: 

• the execution of the various skills involved in playing pickleball. 

• the ability to process and perform the strategies needed to play pickleball at a competitive 
level. 

 

4.  Safety  – The student will: 

• wear the proper attire needed to participate in pickleball. 

• conduct themselves with respect for all concerned in the activity. 

• be aware of the lines and restrictions placed on them by the set up of the courts and the 
lines. 
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PICKLEBALL UNIT (RACQUET SPORTS) 

Day 1:      

• Warm-up as per instructor. 

• Introduction to pickleball and teach rules. 

• Teach serving. 

• Drill serving skills. 

• Review of rules. 
 

Day 2:     

• Warm-up as per instructor. 

• Review serving and rules. 

• Review forehand and backhand techniques. 

• Drill forehand and backhand techniques. 

• Teach shots: volley, lob, drop and overhead smash shot and practice. 

• Play modified games. 
 

Day 3:     

• Warm-up as per instructor. 

• Review shots and rules. 

• Game day. 
 

Day 4-10:      

• Warm-up as per instructor. 

• Review shots and rules. 

• Game day. 
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PICKLEBALL STUDY SHEET 

(similar to badminton but use a pickleball ball and paddle) 

1.  Grips: 

• forehand - “shake hands” with the racket, “V” of thumb and forefinger on top plate of 
racket.  Hold racket by fingers NOT palm of hand.  Forehand grip used for strokes made 
from overhead or on the right side of body (right handed players). 

• backhand - knuckle of forefinger on top plate of racket.  Backhand is used for strokes 
made on the left side of body (right handed players). 

 

2.  Serving: 

• must have 1 foot behind the end line when serving. 

• can only score when serving. 

• must serve underhand and contact the ball below the waist. 

• the server must strike the ball in the air on the serve. Bouncing the ball is not allowed!  

• must serve from right side of the court when score is even and from the left when the 
score is odd.  When the serving team wins a point, players switch courts and the same 
player continues to serve. 

• the ball must be served diagonally cross-court and clear the no-volley zone. 

• only one serve attempt is allowed unless the ball touches the net and lands in the 
correct service box, it is a “let” and is served again. 

• double bounce rule – each team must play their first shot off the bounce.  The receiving 
team must let the serve bounce, and the serving team must let the return of the serve 
bounce before playing it.  After the two bounces have occurred, the ball can be volleyed 
(hit on-the-fly), or played off of one bounce. 

 

3.  Receiving: 

• the ball must bounce once on each side, past the 7 foot zone, before it can be volleyed. 

• if a player sees the ball is going to land in the no-volley zone, the player may move into 
the zone before it bounces, but must let the ball bounce once before returning it. 

 

4.  Violations: 

• hitting the ball out of bounds. 

• the ball not clearing the net. 

• stepping into the no-volley zone and volleying (on-the-fly) the ball. 

• volleying the ball before it has bounced once on each side of the net (on the serve). 

• while serving, the ball does not go over the net. 
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• when the server has a double “let”. 

• when a player is hit by the ball it is a fault whether standing inside or outside the court 
boundaries. 

• a ball going out-of-bounds must be allowed to hit out-of-bounds.  It is a fault to catch 
the ball and claim that it was going out. 

 

5.  Scoring: 

• a ball that lands on the line it is considered in bounds. 

• a team can only score when serving. 

• a player who is serving continues to do so until a violation is made by his/her team. 

• the game goes to 11 points and must be won by 2 points. 

• to volley a ball means to hit it in the air without letting it bounce first.  All volleying must 
be done with player’s feet behind the no-volley zone.  It is a fault if a player steps over 
the line on the volley follow through. 

• the hand below the wrist is considered part of the paddle and shots off any part of  it 
are legal. 

 

6.  Doubles Play: 

• at the start of each new game, the first team serving is allowed one fault before giving 
up the ball to the opponents.  After that, both members of each team will only get one 
chance to serve.   Throughout the rest of the game, each team will serve and any fault 
will result in turning the ball over to the opposing team. 

• when the receiving team wins the serve (for the first time), the player in the right hand 
court will always start play. 

• service order - a player from one team begins the game serving from the right 
service court.  He/she continues to serve (changing sides) until a mistake is made. When 

the serve is lost a player from the opposing team serves.  After a mistake is made the 

opposing teams’ partner serves.  After a mistake the first servers’ partner serves.  

Example – Abbie and Justin versus Kathy and Dave.   

Service order is: Abbie, Kathy, Dave, Justin. 

7.  Court Positioning for Doubles: 

• the serving team is usually back at the base line due to the double-bounce rule. 

• the receiving team can play one up at the edge of the 7 foot zone and one back at the 
base line. 

• the serving team cannot charge the net because the opponent’s return must bounce 
first on their side of the court. 
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8.  Serving: 

• drive serve – the primary serve used in pickleball and is similar to a forehand  
stroke.  Contact is made just below the waist and the server should face the sideline.  

The wrist forces the racket to snap through the ball. 

• lob serve – used to keep the receiver at the baseline as a change of pace.  The same 
motion is used as in a drive serve but the racket is brought through in a more underhand 
fashion (no wrist action) as the ball is lifted high in the air.  Ideally the served ball will 
bounce within a foot of the baseline keeping the opponent on defense. 

 

9.  Shots: 

• volley – involves very little movement of the racket and can be a very offensive  
shot when used near the no-volley line.  Volleying a ball that has dipped below the net 

however, is a defensive shot.  The best volleying position is close to the baseline.  Players 

should use short steps to get the body into position for the volley.  Care should be taken 

not to step into the no-volley zone on the follow through. 

• drop – ball should drop just over the net and drop inside the service line. 

• the lob: 
offensive – used against an aggressive player who likes to rush the net.  This shot should 

peak just above the opponent’s outstretched racket. 

defensive – used to back the opponent away from the net and to buy time when out of 

position.  Because of the size of the court, the lob needs to be precise in order to carry 

high over the opponent’s racket and still remain in bounds. 

• overhead smash – is similar to the serve in tennis.  The racket should be brought  
behind the head with the elbow pointing toward the back of the court.  The smash can 

be hit forcefully (by snapping the wrist), but placement is more important than speed. 
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PICKLEBALL TEST 

Name___________________________        Period____________     Date__________ 

T     F  1.  A ball landing on the line is considered in bounds. 

T     F  2.  The half (right or left) of the court that the ball is served from, is determined 

                 by whether the score is even or odd. 

T     F  3.  A team (player) must win by two points. 

T     F  4.  If the server completely misses hitting the ball, it is a fault. 

T     F  5.  The server must have one foot behind the base line when serving. 

T     F  6.  The double bounce rule means that the ball must always bounce twice before 

                 hitting it. 

T     F  7.  All serves must be underhand and made from below the waist. 

T     F  8.  Either team can score points regardless of which team is serving. 

T     F  9.  The lob serve is used to keep the receiver at the baseline as a “change of  

                 pace”. 

T     F 10.  If you step into the no-volley zone and hit the ball from a volley, it is a fault. 

T     F 11.  A smash travels over the net in a downward motion like a spike in volleyball. 

T     F 12.  Serving the ball over the net but not into the correct service box, is a fault. 

T     F 13.  The hand below the wrist is considered part of the paddle and shots off of 

                  any part of it are legal. 

T     F 14.  When a player is hit by the ball it is legal. 

T     F 15.   The ball must be hit in the air when it is served. 

T     F 16.  A lob shot is used to keep an opponent away from the net. 

T     F 17.  The overhead smash is similar to a serve in tennis. 

T     F 18.  The drive is the primary serve used in pickleball. 

T     F 19.  To volley means to hit the ball in the air without allowing it to bounce. 

T     F 20.  A serve that hits the net but falls into the correct service court, the serve may 

                  be taken over. 
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PROJECT ADVENTURE UNIT PLAN 
 
INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS: 

• To gain an appreciation for Project Adventure as a life-long opportunity. 

• To broaden students understanding of individuality and personalities to function as a 
collective group. 

• To help students gain an understanding of the benefits of Project Adventure on one’s 
body physically and mentally. 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

1.   Cognitive – The student’s will be able to understand: 

• Project Adventure concepts by answering questions during the start of all activities. 

• how to problem solve, make decisions, communicate, and strive in team building and 
goal setting. 

 

2.   Affective – The student’s attitude will warrant: 

• a good attitude throughout the Project Adventure activities by involving themselves at all 
times. 

• them to work with one another willingly to achieve the task given to them during class 
activities. 

• respect for self and others. 
 

3.   Psychomotor – The student will show proficiency/improvement in: 

• problem solving and decision making. 

• demonstrating how to use low element spotting techniques. 
 

4.   Safety – The students will: 

• wear the proper footwear and clothing. 

• be aware of where others are around them and focus on the task at hand. 

• cross check their own equipment and those who are spotting them throughout the 
performed activity. 

• work in conjunction with staff members to ensure all equipment is functioning properly. 

• follow all instruction to ensure the safety of themselves and their classmates. 

• warm-up appropriately for each class session. 
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PROJECT ADVENTURE GAMES/ACTIVITIES 

Introduction to PA 

Gotcha 

Toss a Name game 

Group Juggle 

Warp Speed 

Tag Games – Army and Navy; Rock, Paper, Scissors 

Human Treasure Hunt 

Quick Line Up Games 

Impulse 

Chuck The Chicken 

Teamwork Puzzle 

Helium Hoop 

Peanut Butter Pit 

Welded Ankles 

Handcuffs 

Electric Chicken 

When The Pigs Fly 

Toxic Kermit 

Samurai Warrior 

The Jump Rope Combination 

Introduction  to Falls – Terminology 

Monkey In The Middle 

Mortar and Pestal 

Trust Falls 

Cookie Machine 

Levitation 

Trust Run – Run On – Walk On 
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SOCCER UNIT PLAN 

 

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS 

• To gain an appreciation for soccer as a lifetime sport. 

• To help students gain an understanding of the benefits of soccer on the body physically 
and mentally. 

• To allow students to gain a better understanding for the rules of the most popular sport 
in the world. 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

1. Cognitive – Student will be able to understand: 

• the correct form and technique for the skills involved in soccer. 

• the knowledge of the basic soccer terminology. 

• the rules and basic penalties used in soccer. 

• the techniques used in passing, trapping, kicking, throwing and punting a soccer ball. 

• basic positioning of offense and defense. 
 

2. Affective – The student’s behavior will indicate:  

• the importance of socialization playing on a team or in partner drills. 

• strategies used in goal kicks and corner kicks. 

• the importance of small team play versus larger team play. 
 

3. Psychomotor – The student will show improvement/proficiency in: 

• foundations, trapping, dribbling, heading, punting, kicking a soccer ball. 

• the use of proper techniques in various drills/activities. 

• aligning team players in basic but correct positions. 
 

4. Safety – The student will: 

• be cautioned about uncontrolled passes, rough play, taunting and baiting etc. 

• not be allowed to slide tackle. 

• not be permitted to wear sunglasses. 

• understand the importance of wearing the proper clothing. 
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SOCCER LESSON PLANS 

Day 1:  

• Students will warm-up as per instructor. 

• Teach foundations, trapping and ground level passes. 

• Work on trapping and passing with the inside of the foot.  

• Teach the mechanics of the throw-in. 

• Square ball – Keep away 4 vs. 3. 
 

Day 2: 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.  

• Review trapping and throw-ins. 

• Teach dribbling. 

• Incorporate dribbling into a drill. 

• Play dribble knockout. 
 

Day 3: 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.  

• Review dribbling. 

• Teach shooting – perform different shooting drills. 

• Teach corner kicks and goal kicks. 

• Teach penalty shots.  

• Have class compete in a penalty shootout. 
 

Day 4: 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.  

• Teach positions and basic rules including off sides. 

• Do drills that incorporate dribbling, defending, passing and shooting skills. 

• Start scrimmage games to balance class team for future class league/tournament play. 
 

Day 5-12 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor. 

• Start play (Rage In The Cage, Fruitbowl, Around The World etc). 
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SOCCER STUDY SHEET 

The Game: 

1.  Kick-off: 

• A kick-off is taken to start play and after each goal; also used to start the second half. 

• The ball must move at least its circumference on the kick-off. 

• The player taking the kick-off may not play the ball again until it is played by another 
player. 

2. Length of the game is two 40 minute halves. 
3. Each goal counts 1 point. 
4. The field is 100-120 yards long and 55-75 yard wide. 
5. Soccer is played by two teams of 11 players each; positions are as follows: 

• Forwards (strikers) – take shots on goals. 

• Halfbacks (midfielders) – back up the forwards and may also take shots on goal; also 
plays defense.  Halfbacks do a lot of running. 

• Sweeper – defends the goal. 

• Goalie – defends the goal; is the only player who may play the ball with the hands. 
6. A ball that has gone out-of-bounds:  

• Over the touchline – a throw-in is awarded to the opposing team.  The ball must be 
thrown with 2 hands and must be thrown from behind and over the head.  Both feet 
must be on the ground until the ball is released. 

• Over the goal line by an attacking player – the defensive team takes a goal kick 

• Over the goal line (end line) by a defensive player – a corner is taken by the attacking 
team in the corner of the field closest to where the ball went out. 

7. Penalty kicks – are awarded to the offensive team when the defensive team commits an 
intentional foul inside the penalty area. 

8. Offsides – when a player is nearer the opposing goal than at least 2 defensive players. 
Terminology: 

1. Attacking team – has possession of the ball. 
2. Charging – legal move that can only be employed to help gain possession of the ball when 

tackling; arms and hands must be kept close to the body and away from the opponent.  
Contact must be shoulder to shoulder. 

3. Defending team – team that does not have possession of the ball. 
4. Dodging – maintaining possession of the ball while going around an opponent. 
5. Dribbling – series of short kicks with the feet in which a player moves the ball down the 

field. 
6. Marking – a defensive “guarding” a player on offense. 
7. Tackling – an attempt to take the ball away from another player who has possession of the 

ball. 
8. Trapping – “knocking the ball down” to bring it under your control 
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SOCCER TEST 

 

Name______________________                       Period_________  Day _________ 

 

MATCHING: 

 

______1.  Dribble                                    A.  Attempt to “take the ball” from another player. 

______2.  Free Kick B.  Technique used to restart the game after the 

______3. Kick-Off  ball has gone out-of-bounds. 

______4. Tackle  C.  Given for a foul committed by the defending 

______5. Trap  team in the goal area. 

______6. Throw-In D.  A foul by the attackers when they are closer to 

______7. Dodge  the goal than at least 2 defensive players. 

______8. Goal-Kick     E.  To move the ball along the ground with a series 

______9. Offsides     of short taps using inside or outside of the foot. 

______10. Penalty Kick                                   F.  To “knock down” and bring a moving ball under 

        control. 

G.  Any kick given for a foul on the field during 
routine play. 

H.  Taken when the ball goes out-of-bound over the 
goal line by an attacking player. 

I.   Method used to “fake” and go around a 
defensive player while maintaining possession of 
the ball. 

J.  Used to start the game and restart play after a 
goal. 
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TRUE AND FALSE: 

T     F  11.  Halfbacks may score goals. 

T     F  12.  The goalkeeper may use her hands anywhere on the field. 

T     F  13.  Only the goalkeeper may take a goal kick. 

T     F   14. On a throw-in the ball must come from behind the head with both hands on the 

                   ball.  

T     F  15.  Any player may touch the ball with the hands as long as they are in the goal  

                   area. 

T     F  16.  A penalty kick counts as two points. 

T     F  17.  Each team is allowed to have 12 players on the field. 

T     F  18.  Chipping is a method of lofting the ball into the air with the wedge or “laces” of  

                   the foot. 

T     F  19.  A punt is a kick that the goalkeeper may use to play the ball when the ball is  

                   picked up with the hands. 

T     F  20.  A corner is awarded to the defensive team when the ball goes out-of-bounds 

                   over the goal line by the offensive team. 
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SOFTBALL UNIT PLAN 

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS 

• To gain an appreciation for softball as a lifetime sport. 

• To assist students in their ability to interact socially with students of different abilities 
while playing softball. 

• To broaden the students understanding of the various strategies and skills involved in 
the playing of softball. 

• To gain an appreciation for the physical and mental aspects of the game of softball. 
OBJECTIVES: 

1. Cognitive - The student will be able to understand: 

• the benefits of learning how to play softball at a competitive level. 

• the basic skills involved in playing the game. 

• the basic strategies involved in being competitive while playing the game. 

• the basic positioning vital to playing softball. 

• terminology associated with the game of softball. 
2.  Affective - The student’s attitude will warrant: 

• the ability to help and cooperate with other students, both those of equal ability and 
those students that are physically or mentally challenged while playing softball. 

•  the ability to separate being able to work as an individual while playing softball and also 
be part of a team. 

• recognizing life-long benefits of the game of softball. 

• the ability to understand how to interact socially with other students in class while 
playing softball. 

3.  Psychomotor - The student will show proficiency/improvement in: 

• the execution of the various skills involved in playing the game of softball. 

• the ability to perform the strategies needed to play the game of softball at a competitive 
level. 

  4.  Safety - The student will: 

• wear the proper attire needed to participate in a competitive game of softball. 

• conduct themselves with respect for all concerned in the activity. 

• be aware of the lines and restrictions placed on them by the make up of the softball 
field. 

• be aware of safety issues involving use of the equipment. 
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SOFTBALL LESSON PLANS 

Day 1 

• Warm up as per instructor including stretching arms and shoulders before starting to play. 

• In some classes equipment will need to be either set up or broken down and students will need 
to assist. 

• Lecture about skills: 
       Throwing. 

       Catching. 

     Hitting. 

     Positioning. 

           Base Running. 

• Safety: 
     Talk about not throwing the bat after hitting. 

     Talk about a clear path to the base after a hit and the fielder staying out of the   

     base path. 

     The importance of wearing your mitt. 

Day 2 

• Warm-up as per instructor. 

• Review all the skills and demonstrate them to the class again. 

• Instruct the students about the boundaries and the field restrictions. 

• Have the students go to the fields and work on the skills that are specific to softball and start/ 
continue the game from the previous class period. 

Day 3 

• Warm-up as per instructor. 

• Review the skills and scoring procedures. 

• Make sure all players are observing form and safety procedures. 

• Introduce the formations and the strategies involved in playing the ball after a hit and the 
movement in the infield. 

• Allow students to work on the skills, rotation and also the strategies involved on playing the 
game. 

Day 4 

• Warm up as per instructor. 

• Review the skills, strategies, movements involved in playing the game. 

• Talk about getting players in the proper positions at the start of the play 

• Have players start playing competitive games. 
 

Days 5-10: 

• Warm-up as per instructor. 

• Start playing competitive games in a round robin style tournament. 

• Make sure all safety rules are followed. 
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SOFTBALL STUDY SHEET 

(Slow Pitch) 

THE FIELD: 

The softball diamond has 60 feet between the base lines.  The pitching mound is 46 feet from home plate (in fast 
pitch the mound is 40 feet from home plate).  The batter’s box measures 7 feet long by 3 feet wide. 
 
THE PLAYERS: 

A slow pitch team consists of 10 players (9 for fast pitch) consisting of the pitcher, catcher, first, second and third 
basemen, short stop, left, center, right fielders, and the rover.  The rover is a short fielder who normally stands 
between the infield and the outfield. 
 
At the time of the pitch, the pitcher must be in legal pitching position, the batter must be in the batter’s box, the 
catcher must also be in the catcher’s box, and all fielders must be in fair territory. 
 
THE GAME: 

• A game consists of 7 innings. 

• The winner is the team scoring the most runs. 

• A run is scored each time a base runner touches first, second, third bases and home plate, before the 
third out of the inning (the bases must be touched in order). 

• Two runners may not occupy a base at the same time. 

• Base runners may not pass the runner in front them. 

• Base runners must return to the base when there is a foul ball. 

• There is no leading, stealing, or bunting in SLOW PITCH softball (fast pitch only). 

• A foul tip is a batted ball that goes directly from the bat (not higher than the catcher’s head) and is legally 
caught by the catcher.  This is an out! 

• The strike zone is that space over any part of home plate that is between the batter’s highest shoulder 
and the knees. 

• If the runner and the ball get to the base at the same time, the runner is safe. 

• In slow pitch softball the pitch must have arc on it.  The pitch must be at least 6 feet from the ground but 
not higher than 12 feet from the ground. 

 
PITCHES: 

• Underhand – used in slow pitch, arc on the ball. 

• Sling shot – used in fast pitch, ball is cocked behind the head. 

• Windmill – used in fast pitch, arm swings. 
 
THROWS: 

• Overhand – for long distances. 

• Sidearm – shorter distances, usually used in the infield. 

• “Flick” – (underhand toss) used for very short distances. 
 
BASERUNNING: 

• If the batter steps on home plate on the way to first base, it is an out! 

• You can over run first base, do not slide. 

• To take more than first base you will “bubble out” so that you can touch the inside of the bases as you 
round them. 

• Listen to your base coaches and watch them for signals. 
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SOFTBALL TEST 

Name_____________________  Period_________  Day_______ 

1.  T   or   F Bunting is legal 

2.  T   or    F Ten players can play in the field legally. 

3.  T   or   F The pitch must have an arc on out. 

4.  T   or   F Base runners may steal bases. 

5.  T   or   F The base runner may overrun first base. 

6.  T   or   F If the batter steps on home plate on the way to first base, the batter is out. 

7.  T   or   F There are nine innings in a softball game. 

8.  T   or   F More than one runner may occupy a base at one time. 

9.  T   or   F  If a batter swings and misses the pitch and the base runner leaves his/her  

base that runner is out. 

10. T   or   F If the ball and the base runner get to the base at the same time, the base  

                        runner is out. 

11. T   or   F Leading off the base is legal. 

12. T   or   F The strike zone is from the batter’s knees and the highest shoulder but 

must be over the plate. 

13. T   or   F A flick is an underhand toss used for very short distances. 

14. T   or   F It is legal to pass the base runner in front of you because you are a faster  

                        runner. 

15. T   or   F   If the hit ball strikes a base runner that runner is out. 
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TABLE TENNIS UNIT PLAN  

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS: 

 

• To gain an appreciation for table tennis as a life-long activity. 

• To assist students in their ability to interact socially with students of different abilities. 

• To broaden student understanding of the various strategies and skills involved in playing 
table tennis. 

• To gain an appreciation for the physical and mental aspects of table tennis. 
OBJECTIVES: 

1.  Cognitive – The student will be able to understand: 

• the benefits of learning how to play table tennis at a competitive level. 

• the basic skills involved in playing table tennis. 

• the basic strategies involved in being competitive while playing table tennis. 

• basic positioning vital to playing singles and doubles table tennis. 

• proper terminology associated with table tennis. 
2.  Affective – The student’s attitude will warrant: 

• the ability to work as an individual while playing singles and cooperatively with a partner 
when playing doubles. 

• the ability to understand how to interact socially with other students in class. 
3.  Psychomotor – The student will show proficiency/improvement in: 

• the execution of the various skills involved in playing table tennis. 

• the ability to process and perform the strategies needed to play table tennis at a 
competitive level. 

4.  Safety  – The student will: 

• wear the proper attire needed to participate in table tennis. 

• conduct themselves with respect for all concerned in the activity. 

• be aware of the lines and restrictions placed on them by the set up of the courts and the 
lines. 

TABLE TENNIS (RACQUET SPORTS) 

Day 1:      

• Warm-up as per instructor. 

• Teach serving and rules. 

• Practice serving. 

• Play games. 
Day 2:      

• Warm-up as per instructor. 

• Review serving and rules. 

• Play games. 
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TABLE TENNIS STUDY SHEET 

1.  Serving: 

• a game is started with the server making 5 consecutive serves.  The opponent then serves 5 
consecutive serves and so on, until the game is finished. 

• the serve must be made from behind the edge of the table.  No part of the player, the 
paddle, or the ball may cross the edge of the table as the serve is made. 

• the ball must be resting freely on the open palm of the server’s free hand and then must go 
upward vertically before being struck. 

• any spin of the ball must come from action of the paddle upon impact with the ball.  finger 
spinning and rubbing the ball against the paddle face are illegal. 

• either side may score points during any terms of service; for every fault made by a player, 
the opponent receives a point. 

• from the start of the serve until the ball is struck the ball shall not be hidden from the 
receiver by the server or his doubles partner or by anything worn or carried. 

• the first team/player to reach 21 points wins the game. 

• you must win by 2 points. 

• after the score reaches 20, the person who does NOT have the advantage is the serving 
player (the game point is never served by the player with the advantage).   

• a “let” is allowed when a served ball hits the net and is “good” or if the ball is served before 
the receiver is ready.  A “let” is a replay. 

 

2.  Returning the Ball: 

• the ball must be returned after it bounces once. 

• in order to be considered “good”, the return MUST bounce on the opponents side: a ball 

must NOT be played before it bounces. 
 

3.  Scoring: It is a point if: 

• the return or serve does not bounce on the opponents side. 

• the ball goes off the table. 

• a player fails to return a “good” ball. 

• a paddle touches the table during play. 

• a player plays the ball when the ball has not yet touched the table and still may be good. 
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4.  Singles Rules: 

• the ball is put in play by the server releasing the ball and hitting it onto the table on his own 
side of the net, and on the first bounce goes over the net hitting anywhere on the 
opponents court.  Play continues until: 

• one player misplays the ball into the net. 

• a player misplays the ball off the table. 

• a player hits the ball on the second bounce. 

• a player hits the ball into his own court first. 
 

5.  Doubles Rules:  (in doubles the mid-court line or center line divides the table into a right and 

left-hand court). 

• the rules for singles apply with the following exceptions: 

• on the serve, the ball must bounce from the server’s right-hand court into the opponents 
right-hand court. Touching the center line is considered to be out-of-bounds. 

• after the serve has been received by the opponent in the right-hand court, the players on 
each team alternate shots until each rally is completed and a point is scored. 

• each player serves 5 points. 

• at the end of each term of service, the person who was receiving becomes the server  and 
the partner of the previous server becomes the receiver. 

• the receivers decide who will be the first receiver and who will be the second. The server 
and partner of the server switch positions directly after the serve. 

 

6.  Terminology: 

• backhand – a stroke performed with the back of the hand facing the ball.  The arm is 
brought forward from across the body. 

• chop – underspin. 

• drop an easy shot barely over the net so that the ball “dies” before the opponent can play 
it. 

• edge ball – an edge ball is one that barely hits the table and usually goes off at a weird 
angle.  An edge ball is “good” if it hits on the top edge of the table. 

• forehand – stroke made in such a manner that the palm of the hand leads in the movement. 

• let – occurs when the ball is served, touches the net, and falls into the correct service court.  
This is replayed. 

• topspin – when the ball rotates toward the opponent. 

• volley – hitting the ball while it is in the air and before it has touched the table; this is illegal. 
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TABLE TENNIS TEST 

Name___________________________        Period____________     Date__________ 

 

T     F  1.  A game consists of 15 points. 

T     F  2.  A “let” is a serve that touches the net and falls into the proper opponents’ court. 

T     F  3.  A ball that barely hits the table and goes off at a weird angle is called an edge ball. 

T     F  4.  In doubles, it the ball hits the center line on a serve it is considered out-of-bounds. 

T     F  5.  The serve changes sides after 5 points. 

T     F  6.  In doubles, the serve must be made from the right-hand court into the  opponents right-hand 

court. 

T     F  7.  The ball is put in play by the server hitting it onto the table on his side of the net first. 

T     F  8.  Only the serving team may score points. 

T     F  9.  When serving, the ball does not have to hit the server’s own side of the table before going over 

the net. 

T     F 10.  The game must be won by a 2 point advantage. 

T     F 11.  The ball must hit on the opponents side of the table before it can go over the net. 

T     F 12.  The ball must hit the table once, before it can be played on the serve. 

T     F 13.  On the serve in a singles game, the ball may go anywhere into the opponents court. 

T     F 14.  In doubles, players must decide who the first server is and who their first receiver is to 

establish a serving order. 

T     F 15.  On a serve, the ball touches the net, goes over the net but falls off the table without hitting 

the table, which team would get the point?   

                  A) receiving team  B) serving team  
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VOLLEYBALL UNIT PLAN 

 
INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS: 

• To gain an appreciation for volleyball as a life-long sport. 

• To vary methods of keeping score and rotational schemes so students can recognize 
such methods when observing higher levels of play. 

• To advance students from a basic level to a more advanced level of play during the unit. 
 

OBJECTIVES: 

1.  Cognitive – The student will be able to understand: 

• the safety concerns associated with the game. 

• the terminology and rules and apply them accordingly. 

• demonstrate an understanding of the correct form and techniques for the skills used in 
volleyball. 

 

2. Affective – The student’s behavior will indicate: 

• the application of safety concerns associated with the game. 

• the importance of working with team players to play the game properly. 

• understanding the importance of personal living skills that involve respect for others, 
leadership, partnership and initiative. 

 

3.   Psychomotor – The student will show proficiency/improvement in: 

• demonstrating improvement in the skills and endurance required to play volleyball. 

• the correct interpretation of the rules and calls associated with volleyball. 

• the ability to perform the strategies needed to play the game of volleyball at a 
competitive level. 

• The ability to work as a team member in order to generate play. 
   

4.  Safety  – The student will: 

• wear the proper footwear and clothing. 

• be aware of where others are around them. 

• warm-up appropriately for the activity (see lesson plans). 

• be cautious of staff and students during warm-ups particularly when serving. 
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VOLLEYBALL LESSON PLANS 

Day 1:   

• Introduction of the sport (recreation vs. power). 

• Students will warm-up as per instructor including instructor teaching the proper warm-
up’s for arms (throwing and bouncing exercises). 

• Teach/review underhand passing (bumping). 
-students will pass with a partner standing about 10’apart. 

-students will back up and have one partner bounce the ball high while partner 

 responds to the ball, moves behind it and passes to the partner. 

Day 2:   

• Students will warm-up as per instructor. 

• Students will pass with a partner.  

• Teach/review underhand serves. 

• Review the rules that apply specifically to serving. 

• Students will practice underhand serves backing up after each successful serve until 
reaching the serving line. 

• Review the positioning of serve receive and basic positioning of players on the court. 

• Explain some of the basic rules allowing students the opportunity to begin playing 
games.  

• Play modified games if time. 
Day 3:   

• Students will warm-up as per instructor including some serving. 

• Teach/review the overhead pass (setting). 
-teach the importance of the overhead pass as a skill (as opposed to the underhand  

  pass). 

• Discuss the importance of getting the ball to the “setter” and “setter” responsibilities. 

• Students will practice the overhead pass with a partner. 
       1.  Students will pass with a partner standing about 10’apart. 

2.  One partner will lay on the floor; other partner will stand over partners head 

dropping the volleyball to be set back to standing partner. 

• Continue to teach rules adding on to the rules already taught including point rally 
scoring. 

• Play modified games making sure student keep track of the score. 
Day 4:   

• Students will warm-up as per instructor including passing (underhand and overhead) 
with a partner. 

• Review with students the importance of passing the ball to “target”. 

• Review the importance of using three hits – “bump”, “set” and spike. 
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• Review any rules that may need to be emphasized. 

• Play games if time.  
Day 5:   

• Students will warm-up their arms with a bumping drill as a running and passing warm-
up. 

• Students will pass with a partner using underhand and overhead passes. 

• Teach/review overhand serves. 

• Students will practice overhand serves standing behind the end lines using both nets. 

• Review offensive positioning, pass receive and switching the “setter” to the “target”. 

• Play games. 
Day 6:   

• Students will warm-up as per instructor. 

• Introduce spiking explaining what a “kill” is and that it is a scoring opportunity as 
opposed to sending a “free ball” over the net. 

• Teach/review the approach for a spike and proper ball position for an “outside” set. 

• Students will develop a line on each side of each net and include one “setter”; 
attempting to spike a ball that has been tossed. 

• Students will try to incorporate three hits into the game. 

• Play games. 
Day 7:   

• Students will warm-up as per instructor. 

• Review spiking and have students practice having the “setter” set the ball to the spiker 
rather than toss the ball. 

• Introduce defensive positioning including blocking and digs. 

• Teach/review proper blocking technique. 

• Pick teams and begin tournament play. 
Day 8-12:   

• Students will warm-up as per instructor.  

• Continue the unit as the instructor sees fit stressing necessary rules and the application 
of skills. 

• Tournament/Game play. 
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VOLLEYBALL STUDY SHEET 

 

Net Height:  Measures 7 feet 4 and 1/8 inches for women and 8 feet for men. 

Players:  There must be 6 players on the court.  All players must be in their positions until the 

ball has been contacted on the serve.  Players always rotate in a clockwise direction. 

• All players must be standing in bounds at the time of the serve except for the player 
who is serving. 

• Players may leave the court to play the ball or go to any other court position, after the 
serve. 

• A player may not touch the net with any part of the body, hair or uniform. 

• The hand or foot may completely cross the center line into the opponents court as long 
as this does not present a safety hazard, does not interfere with the opponent’s, and is 
not a significant distance from the center line. 

Definitions: 

1.  Block - when 1, 2, or 3 defenders prevent the ball from being played over the net by  
      the offensive team. 

2.  Forearm Pass (the “bump”) - used to receive a serve and pass balls that come below the 
waist. The ball is contacted on the wrist by forming a “platform” for the ball. 
 

3.  Foot Fault - when the server steps on or over the end line before the ball has been 
contacted. 
 

4.  Illegal Hit - ball that comes to rest momentarily, on any part of the body. 

5.  Legal Hit - a ball that is comes immediately off of any part of the body. 

6.  Legal Serve - putting the ball in play over the net and between the antenna without  

     stepping on the end line.  The ball must be released from the hand before contact is  

     made.  The server must be facing the net and may not throw the ball rather than hitting  

     it.   

7.  Match - consists of the best 2 out of 3 games, or best 3 out of 5 games. 

8.  Out-of-bounds - any surface or object outside the playing area.  This includes:  posts, 
officials, spectators, the wall and the antenna. 
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9.  Overhead Pass (the “set”) - used to play balls that come above the waist.  Contact is made 
with the “pads” of the fingers forming a triangle with the index fingers and thumbs.  The 
body extends as contact is made with the ball, the fingers should follow through. 
 

10. Point - one point is given to the team when the opposing team fails to return the ball 
legally.   
 

11. Side-out - when the serve is given to the team that had been receiving.  This is due to a foul 
or violation that was committed by the serving team. 
 

12. Spike - when the ball is hit hard from above the level of the net.  The ball is contacted  

      with the heel of the hand followed by a wrist snap. 

The Game: 

1.   Is played to 25 points or when a team has won by a two point advantage. 

2.  The ball may be contacted 3 times on a side before it goes over the net. 
3.  A ball that hits the net can be played at any time (including the serve). 
4.  The ball may be played as soon as any part of it crosses the top of the net. 
5.  A ball that hits the line is in bounds. 
6.  A back row player may not spike the ball from in front of the spiking line.  A back row player 

may spike as long as that player jumped from behind the spiking line.  A back row player 
may not contact the ball above the level of the net in front of the spiking line. 

7.  The ball may not contact the ceiling on the serve but the ball may be played off of the 
ceiling at any other time as long as it remains on the same side of the court as the team that 
played it. 

8.  A ball may be served from anywhere behind the end line as long as the player is between 
the extensions of the side line. 

9.  When serving, a player may not step on or over the end line until after the ball has been 
contacted.        

Illegal Plays: 

1.   Failure to return the ball legally into the opponents’ court. 

2.   Catching, holding, throwing the ball. 

3.  Playing the ball more than 3 times on one side. 
4.  Double Hit - 2 contacts by one player. 
5.  Touching the net. 
6.  Carry - ball coming to rest on a part of the body. 
7.  Stepping on or over the end line when serving. 
8.   One player hitting the ball twice in a row.  A block does not count as the first hit. 
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VOLLEYBALL TEST 

Name_______________________                 Period___________               Day________ 

T     F  1.  A ball that lands on the line is good. 

T     F  2.  The ball may come off of any part of the body as long as the ball is not illegally  

                 contacted. 

T     F  3.  The net height for men and women is 8 feet. 

T     F  4.  Nine players may be on a court at one time. 

T     F  5.  A ball that hits the net on a serve is legal. 

T     F  6.  When a team rotates, they do so in a counterclockwise direction. 

T     F  7.  A ball can be served from anywhere behind the end line. 

T     F  8.  Players must stay on the court at all times and may not leave the court to play the  

                 ball. 

T     F  9.  The ball must be held in the hand when contact is made on the serve. 

T     F 10.  When the serve is turned over to the team that was receiving, it is called a side-  

                  out. 

T     F 11.  Any player on the court may “set” the ball. 

T     F 12.  A player may hit the ball more than once in a row (not including a block). 

T     F 13.  If the ball hits the ceiling on the first or second hit and stays on your own side of    

                 the net it is playable. 

T     F 14.  If the ball hits the floor in the opponents court and you are on the serving team,  

                  your team gets a point. 

 

T     F 15.  At the time of the serve, all players must be inside the court except the server. 

T     F 16.  A bump, set, and spike must be played before the ball goes over the net in order  
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                  to score a point. 

T     F 17.  A foot fault occurs when a server steps on or over the end line before the ball is  

                  contacted. 

T     F 18.  When bumping the ball, contact should be made by making a “platform” with  

                   the wrists. 

T     F 19.  A team may contact the ball as many times as necessary to return the ball over  

                  the net. 

T     F 20.  A block is a defensive skill. 

T     F 21.  The “setter” stands at the net and acts as the “quarterback” in order to set up a  

                  spiker for a kill. 

T     F 22.  A game must be won by 2 points. 

T     F 23.  A ball that hits the net may be played as long as it is the first or second hit. 

T     F 24.  A ball that contacts a player on the arm and then the chest is a double hit. 

T     F 25.  When spiking, the downward force of the ball is caused by hitting with an open  

                  hand followed by a wrist snap. 
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